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Introduction 
As a small boy growing up in rural Tennessee I took a curious interest in politics 
and United States Presidents by the time I was entering Kindergarten. That fascination 
and curiosity continued throughout my childhood and adolescent years continuing with 
my college education focusing on the science of politics. I can vividly remember 
traveling across the Frank G. Clement Memorial Bridge in McMinnville, Tennessee 
many times with my father or mother on our way to the farmer's Co-op located just 
outside the city. As a child reading that sign before that bridge honoring one of 
Tennessee 's most distinguished governors, I inquired from my parents just who was 
Frank G. Clement and how did he get this bridge named for him? 
As I later learned, Frank G. Clement had been the Governor when my mother and 
father were young children growing up in Warren County, Tennessee. I also learned that 
another distinguished man by the name of Estes Kefauver had served as Tennessee' s 
senior United States Senator while my parents were children. Surprisingly I discovered 
that Senator Kefauver spent many days of summer vacation time in my hometown of 
Warren County at a home named Shangri-La located on the banks of Hickory Creek just 
a couple of miles up stream from where the Frank G. Clement Memorial Bridge now 
spans. 
Upon my initial readings and studies of Kefauver and Clement, I was unaware 
that the two men in their day had been rivals on the political landscape of the state. My 
interest in their biographies resulted from a innate desire to learn more about my state's 
distinguished and most remembered political leaders. During the course of my research I 
often considered that even in my small rural county the memories and accomplishments 
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of both men are still remembered and treasured by the people who live there. Whether it 
is from memorial markers or memories, I was proud of my home where the memory of 
both distinguished public servants had been engrained in the community. Ironic however 
that the same waters that had flowed by the home where Estes Kefauver and his family 
enjoyed many memorable moments a half century ago slowly wind down river over a 
damn and beneath the memorial bridge named for his some time political rival Frank G. 
Clement. 
Throughout my months of research, I have come to appreciate the dedication and 
tremendous zeal that both Clement and Kefauver gave to Tennessee and the country. 
Although fate and ambition placed them as rivals for years, it only intensified their 
yearning to fulfill the highest public service to the men and women who cast thousands of 
ballots in their names, proud of their tenacious hard work for the populace. 
The state of Tennessee was well represented at the 1956 Democratic National 
Convention in Chicago with three aspiring and ambitious politicians who would leave 
their mark on the state for decades. The young governor, Frank Goad Clement, United 
States Senator Estes Kefauver who had sought the party's presidential nomination twice, 
and Albert Gore, the junior United States Senator, rounded out the trio of Tennesseans in 
Chicago that fateful summer. All three men were positioning themselves to climb the 
ladder into national leadership as the premier Tennessee Democratic leader. There was a 
distinct and obvious rivalry between the young Tennessee Governor Clement and Senator 
Kefauver that was evidenced at the 1956 convention. Senator Albert Gore tactfully 
walked the tight rope to appear neutrally affectionate for both Clement and Kefauver. An 
excellent example of the intense rivalry between Clement and Kefauver can be found in 
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the words uttered by Clement to Senator Gore, "Oh, no, not Estes," when the junior U.S. 
Senator approached Clement to infonn him he had withdrew from the Vice-President 
nomination battle to endorse Kefauver (Gonnan 258). 
Why would Governor Clement, a fellow Democrat, a fellow Tennessean be so 
disturbed to learn of Gore's endorsement of Kefauver for the vice-presidential spot once 
the junior U.S. Senator realized his chances for the number two slot on the ticket were 
gone? Why had Frank G. Clement courted and endorsed Illinois governor Adlai 
Stevenson for the Democratic Presidential nomination early in the primary season while 
Kefauver was looked upon by many as the favorite to win the nomination in 1956? 
Although Clement and Kefauver publicly downplayed the factional rivalry 
between them, there is sufficient evidence to prove that they were rivals within the state 
Democratic Party and even on the national level as well. What were the causes that 
pitted two charismatic Democratic political leaders Kefauver and Clement against one 
another in the 1950s and 1960s in Tennessee? What specific impacts would such a 
rivalry as theirs have upon the solid Democratic Party that had governed Tennessee for 





Estes Kefauver and Frank G. Clement were very similar in their progressive 
stances and political ideology. Both were lauded for their governmental refonn efforts 
and flair of progressivism as public officials. Although they may have shared the same 
party and similar political ideals, they benefited within the state' s Democratic Party from 
different factions of core support. These different factions pressed relentlessly to push 
their man as the leader ofthe Democratic Party within the state. Clement and Kefauver 
certainly enjoyed some, but not substantial crossover support from voters. 
Carey Estes Kefauver was born on July 26, 1903 in Madisonville, Tennessee to 
Robert Cooke Kefauver and Phredonia Estes Kefauver. Estes Kefauver was the second 
son born to Cooke and Phredonia Kefauver (Fontenay 12). The eldest son Robert was 
two years older than Estes and was considered to be the smartest of the two boys and the 
son with the greatest expectations. However, in 1914 Robert Kefauver died from 
convulsions after he had nearly drowned while swimming in the Tellico River with Estes 
and a group of schoolmates. Estes Kefauver always felt somewhat responsible for his 
brother' s death because, although younger, he was the stronger swimmer of the two 
Kefauver brothers (23). 
Estes Kefauver was strongly impressed by politics in his childhood years. His 
father was a staunch Democrat supporter in predominately Republican Monroe County. 
Cooke Kefauver would take his son to hear William Jennings Bryan when the great 
orator spoke in Madisonville. Cooke Kefauver strongly supported Bryan for all three 
attempts at the White House in 1896, 1900 and 1908. In 1912 the progressive New 




President and was supported by Bryan and strongly supported in Monroe County by 
Cooke Kefauver and his sons. 
Cooke Kefauver would drive his 1909 Ford automobile throughout the country 
hills of Monroe County, toting his young boys along campaigning for Woodrow Wilson. 
A hardware and fanning merchant, Cooke Kefauver was well respected among the 
fanners in the country hills and fanns surrounding Madisonville. The stump speaking 
that Estes's father would make from his Ford car along crossroads throughout the county 
inspired the young boy in the art of "politicking." Woodrow Wilson won predominately 
Republican Monroe County with 1133 votes to 727 for President Taft and 477 for Teddy 
Roosevelt (22). Cooke Kefauver was very proud of his candidate knowing all along that 
with Theodore Roosevelt leaving the Republican Party it had "split the Republicans all to 
flinders." A young Estes Kefauver learned a great deal from that campaign of 1912 (21). 
Kefauver attended the University of Tennessee in the autumn of 1920. Kefauver 
was a member of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity and a member of the Track and Football 
teams at UT. Kefauver was also an active member of the Student Council and was 
awarded the Scarrabean Medal his sophomore year, awarded by an exclusive senior 
society. He was chosen for membership in the society his senior year (31). After his 
graduation from UT Kefauver spent a year in Hot Springs, Arkansas teaching, and 
coaching football in order to spend time there with his mother who was suffering from 
rheumatism. Kefauver went on to New Haven, Connecticut and graduated cum laude 
from Yale Law School in 1927 (40). 
Returning home to Tennessee Kefauver practiced law in Chattanooga for roughly 




election was to fill the term of the late U.S. Representative Sam D. McReynolds 
(Fontenay 91). Kefauver served as Congressman from the Third District of Tennessee 
until 1948, when he boldly and masterfully ran for the United States Senate and won! 
The 1948 Democratic primary was nothing less than a revolution in Tennessee 
politics that disrupted the iron fist control that Boss Ed Crump of Memphis had exerted 
on the state for decades. Kefauver had defeated incumbent Senator Tom Stewart and 
Cookeville Circuit Judge John A. Mitchell as the "anti-Crump" candidate. Gordon 
Browning also defeated incumbent Governor and Crump-backed candidate Jim Nance 
McCord in the same 1948 summer Democratic Primary (Smyser 2). 
Gordon Browning and Estes Kefauver became victors in the summer of 1948, 
defeating their two incumbent opponents who had benefited politically in the state from 
the strong endorsement of the Crump machine. Perhaps as a result of a mutual electoral 
benefit for being partners as anti-Crump candidates, Estes Kefauver and Gordon 
Browning would remain strong allies in Tennessee Democratic politics for years to come. 
They were perceived by Tennesseans as the true anti-Crump politicians who breathed 
new life into Tennessee politics and the way elections were ran, conducted and won in 
the state for the future. The revolutionary significance of the August Democratic Primary 
in 1948 was that it cracked the solid coalition between Boss Ed Crump in Memphis and 
First District U.S. Representative B. Carroll Reece in East Tennessee (Smyser 1). 
B. Carroll Reece was a national Republican Party official alongside his duties as 
Tennessee's First District Congressman. Boss Ed Crump, based in Memphis, and East 
Tennessee's B. Carroll Reece benefited symbiotically from their tacit arrangement by 
issuing patronage and keeping the statewide elections under their grip and influence. 
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Reece would use his influence and political prowess in East Tennessee to bring out the 
vote for pro-Crump candidates in the Democratic primary in return for Crump's elected 
officials rubber stamping Reece's patronage choices for office-seekers in East Tennessee 
(Smyser 1). 
A significant alliance that Kefauver secured in his 1948 Senate race against Tom 
Stewart and John Mitchell was his association with the Nashville Tennessean publisher 
Silliman Evans. Evans was an ardent foe of Boss Crump, and had been so since he 
bought the bankrupt Tennessean in 1937. Evans moved from Texas to expand his 
wonderful newspaper business in Nashville. Evans had been a friend of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt and would prove to be an effective and loyal friend to Estes Kefauver and his 
political ambitions. It was reported that the meeting of Evans and Kefauver, arranged by 
a mutual friend, resulted in the publisher promising his help in the Kefauver Senate 
campaign against the Crump machine only if Kefauver vowed to, " ... shake five hundred 
hands a day between now and election time." Kefauver agreed and the Tennessean was 
the first major state newspaper to endorse his. candidacy editorially (Fontenay 140). 
The Senate victory in 1948 for Estes Kefauver was the breakthrough election that 
placed Kefauver as a heavyweight statewide politician at the young age of 45. Estes 
Kefauver proved victorious by credit of a tremendous organizational structure, an 
exhaustive schedule shaking hundreds of hands throughout Tennessee counties, and an 
excellent public relations opportunity provided by Crump that would become a signature 
Kefauver trademark - the coonskin cap. The "Red Snapper", the nickname afforded to 
Crump, attacked Kefauver weeks prior to the primary in a full page advertisement that 
ran in every major newspaper in the state asserting in bold type: "ESTES KEFAUVER 
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ASSUMES THE ROLE OF A PET COON." Crump expounded on the sensational 
headline by stating Kefauver was a "darling of the Communists and Communist 
sympathizers" (Fontenay 147). 
Kefauver and his Senatorial campaign could have very well been pennanently 
damaged by this outlandish accusation that along with others were commonly used by 
Crump and directed at his political foes in the state. However, Charles Neese and others 
in the Kefauver camp brilliantly turned the "pet coon" accusation around, biting Crump 
much more severely than the initial bite the Memphis boss took out on Kefauver. Fifteen 
days after the Crump advertisements ran all across the state, Kefauver and his team 
decided on a gutsy move to speak at the Peabody Hotel in Memphis in late June 1948 
boldly in the Red Snapper's back yard. 
Seated alongside his wife Nancy at the historic Peabody Hotel, Kefauver slowly 
rose from his chair after his Shelby County Campaign Chairman Edmund Orgill 
introduced him to the crowd. Kefauver proceeded to the podium and shrewdly pulled a 
coonskin cap from a bag he had been toting and donned it masterfully upon his head to 
the sheer amusement of the audience. For the remaining weeks of the campaign 
Kefauver traversed the state repeatedly stumping his clever new phrase in nearly all of his 
speeches, "I may be a pet coon, but I'm not Mr. Crump's pet coon (148). 
Kefauver's popular campaign as the anti-Crump candidate gained even more 
strength and momentum after his announcement to enter the race. Although Crump had 
backed Stewart in his earlier Senate contest, the Memphis boss had decided Stewart had 
not been as faithful to him in his Senate duties as he should have. Tom Stewart's friends 





Joe C. Carr and J. Frank Hobbs of Lawrenceburg, a principal rural ally of Crump's, all 
drove to Memphis in an attempt to persuade Crump to stay with Stewart, to no avail. 
Crump insisted they find a replacement and they chose Cookeville Judge John Mitchell 
(141). 
As the election drew closer and Kefauver's support across the state expanded 
there were rumors milling around that Crump was strongly considering dropping his 
support from Mitchell back to Stewart. Reportedly Crump quietly telephoned Frank 
Hobbs to ask him ifhe could persuade Mitchell to withdraw from the race to which 
Hobbs replied, "I think you ought to be the one to do that, Mr. Crump, if anyone does." 
The maneuvering between Mitchell and Stewart gave Kefavuer ample opportunities to 
portray himself as the only man in the race not Mr. Crump's "pet coon" (149). 
Kefauver tremendously benefited politically in the race from the coonskin cap and 
the metaphor it undertook in relation to Boss Crump. The perception was very helpful in 
that neither Stewart or Mitchell would drop out of the race, representing a divided faction 
of Crump loyalists that handed the primary election to Kefauver with 171,791 votes to 
Stewart's 129,873 and Mitchell's 96,192 votes (152). 
In the general election anti-Crump Democrats, Kefauver and Browning, won 
handily against Crump ally, Republican B. Carrol Reece and Roy Acuff, the country 
music singer respectively for Senator and Governor. The Crump machine had been dealt 
a devastating blow. Although the Crump machine's influence in state politics had been 
damaged, it had not been eradicated overnight. A young gifted orator from Dickson 
County named Frank Goad Clement would benefit politically from the remnants of the 
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Crump machine in just four short years, defeating Kefauver ally Gordon Browning for 
the Governor's mansion (153). 
The junior United States Senator from Tennessee quickly rose in popularity and 
prominence not only in Tennessee but also throughout the nation. Kefauver initiated and 
served as chairman for the Senate special committee investigating organized crime in 
major metropolitan areas in the United States. The committee hearings became only the 
fifth congressional committee hearings to be televised at that time in American history. 
The exposure that the televised hearings had would give a definite boost to the already 
rising star of Tennessee's junior Senator (Gorman 87). 
Four years after the amazing revolutionary election that stifled the Crump 
machine and ushered in Kefauver and Browning, the 1952 Democratic primary proved to 
be another interesting year for Tennessee Democratic politics. Kefauver's prominence 
and political stock had risen so rapidly that in the early months of 1952 he was speaking 
in New Hampshire and other early primary states for the Democratic nomination for 
President. Meanwhile back in Tennessee, a gifted young orator by the name of Frank G. 
Clement had set his sights on the governor's mansion, a dream he had nurtured since 
childhood (O'Brien interview). 
Campaigning boldly in New Hampshire without President Truman's decision 
whether to seek reelection or not, Kefauver immersed himself into the rank and file 
Democrats in the Granite State and other early primary states. Kefauver persuaded 
thousands of average voters with his same calm and sincere style he had exhibited in his 
native Tennessee. Kefauver placed more emphasis on reaching out to grass roots voters 






that reinforced his image as an honest decent politician on the side of the people battling 
organized politics in the same way he had battled organized crime as a freshman United 
States Senator (Gorman 132). 
Meanwhile back in the state that sent their native son from Madisonville, 
Tennessee to the halls of the United States Senate, young Frank Goad Clement had 
announced as early as 1950 that he would be a candidate for governor in the Democratic 
primary of 1952. Most likely Chairman and presidential hopeful Estes Kefauver had not 
given much thought at all that a 32 years old lawyer from Dickson would defeat his ally 
Gordon Browning in 1952 and ultimately become a prickly thorn in Kefauver ' s fast 
rising political ambitions and prominence (Greene 42). 
A generation spanned the births of Estes Kefauver in 1903 and his future politcal 
rival Frank Goad Clement, born June 4, 1920 in Dickson County, Tennessee (13). Frank 
Clement descended from a long line of public officials. Frank' s grandfather James A. 
Clement served as a Tennessee state Senator from 1897-1899 and again from 1913-1917 
(12). Frank's father Robert served as a page in the state legislature as a young boy and 
remained involved throughout his life in politics even as a trusted advisor to his son in 
later years (10). The oldest child of Robert S. and Maybelle Goad Clement, Frank 
decided in high school that he wanted to be Governor of Tennessee one day. 
Frank Clement's younger sister Anna Belle remembered her older brother telling 
her as a freshman and his senior year at Dickson County High School, "Anna Belle, I 
want to be Governor one day (O'Brien). Frank Clement's younger sister was stunned, 
but she soon understood deeply his passion to help those that needed help and were in 
need. She recounted that it moved her elder brother sorely that two of his fellow 
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classmates were unable to have textbooks in school because they came from a large 
family and their parents were unable to afford them. Frank Clement let those two 
classmates borrow his book but vowed one day as Governor of Tennessee that he would 
make textbooks free for all children in Tennessee schools because he felt that it was 
shameful to waste bright young minds. 
Frank Clement entered Cumberland University in the fall of 1937 at the young 
age of seventeen (Greene 23). He studied there for two years before he hastily applied to 
admittance to Vanderbilt law school in 1939, the same year Estes Kefauver was first 
elected to Congress (28.) After law school Clement entered the FBI training school in 
Quantico, Virginia. He served as a FBI agent for a little more than a year when he 
enlisted in the military, beginning in November 1943 at Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia. After 
serving as a private in basic training there he moved to Michigan, promoted as a corporal, 
and was placed in the Military Police School at Fort Custer. He was discharged from his 
basic training at Fort Custer and was commissioned as a second lieutenant to the Military 
Police Battalion at Camp Bullis, Texas. He was released from active duty on March 28, 
1946, never seeing combat action abroad (34). 
During his military service, his beautiful wife Lucille accompanied Frank during 
those early years of marriage. Frank Clement had eloped on January 6, 1940 to 
Hopkinsville, Kentucky to marry Lucille Christianson from nearby Erin, Tennessee (29). 
Lucille was the daughter of Nelson Christianson who was very prominent in Erin politics. 
Lucille's father had served as mayor of Erin from 1938 to 1944 and then served sixteen 
years as county judge for Houston County. Nelson Christianson proved to be very 
influential in local politics for his son-in-law's political campaigns (30). 
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Upon his discharge from active duty, Frank G. Clement returned to his hometown 
of Dickson to begin his law career. However, seven months out of the service an 
enormous break occurred that would place Clement on the fast track to his dream of 
being Governor, he received a political appointment to serve as general counsel to the 
Railroad and Public Utilities Commission (later known as the Public Service 
Commission). This prestigious and politically arranged appointment was exceptional for 
a twenty-six year old attorney with sights on a political career. The recommendation for 
the post came from Herbert Walters of Morristown, a man who had taken a liking to the 
promising young Clement. 
Recommended by Herbert Walters, Clement got the position under the 
administration of Governor Jim Nance McCord. Governor McCord had enjoyed the 
political support of Boss Ed Crump of Memphis. The Tennessean would hound Clement 
in his early campaigns about such a prestigious appointment at such an early age with 
alleged Crump backing. Herbert Walters soon became and would continue for the 
remainder of Frank Clement's life one of his most loyal and strongest political allies (35). 
The bright and youthful general counsel for the Railroad and Public Utilities 
Commission would make some very important political connections during his short 
tenure from 1946 to 1950. Clement was the youngest man who had ever served as the 
general counsel of the Commission in the state's history. This position gave stability to 
Frank and his family and provided a regular income that enabled the future governor to 
build a base for his first electoral campaign in 1952 (36). 
As general counsel for the Commission, Frank dived into other political arenas as 
well. In 1946 he was elected president of the Dickson County Young Democrats Club 
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and later the same year he won the presidency of the Young Democrats for the entire 
state. During this time he met more important allies that would serve him loyally in his 
future campaigns such as Joe Cordell Carr who went on to hold the national presidency 
of the Young Democrats Club (37). 
Frank Clement also became strongly involved in the American Legion after 
World War II. According to his sister Anna Belle, the Legion was very low on 
membership and needed someone with strong speaking abilities. Frank Clement stormed 
throughout the state speaking to veterans and becoming heavily involved in the Legion. 
In 1949 he was elected state commander of the American Legion. As the commander, 
Clement was able to meet an extraordinary number of politically active veterans 
throughout the state. The Legion, his presidency of the state Young Democrats, and his 
work at the Commission all enabled Frank Clement to establish numerous contacts that 
he would utilize in future campaigns (39). 
In 1950, Clement opted to leave the Railroad and Public Utilities Commission to 
establish a law firm along with his father Robert Clement and an active junior in the firm, 
Valerius Sanford. The elder Clement maintained the office that remained in Dickson 
while Frank and Sanford remained in Nashville in the Stahlman Building office. Anna 
Belle had also worked in the Stahlman Building in Nashville during the war years in the 
government office for the Tire Rationing Board (Kilby 33). Working as a secretary in 
that government office, Anna Belle made contacts in all 95 counties in the state. At the 
time she didn't realize the importance those contacts would have when her brother ran for 
Governor in the following years (O'Brien). 
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Frank Clement was preparing a run for governor, perhaps in the 1950 election, but 
the Korean conflict delayed those preparations to the next election cycle. As a reservist, 
Clement reentered the service on September 17, 1950 and was again assigned a military 
police role as an instructor for policing with the rank of first lieutenant. Clement and his 
family moved to Augusta, Georgia where he remained throughout his active duty during 
the Korean War. Once again Clement did not see any combat action in foreign service 
but he honorably served his country during times of war. Discharged in late December 
1951, Clement returned to Tennessee to fulfill the dream he had told his younger sister 
while in Dickson County High School, to be Governor of Tennessee (40). 
Frank Goad Clement benefited from the fledgling influence of the Boss Crump 
organization. He most assuredly could be tenned the true last beneficiary of Crump's 
statewide organization before it entirely dissipated. Boss Crump's last hurrah was the 
promising young lawyer from Dickson, Tennessee that ousted Crump's longtime political 
nemesis Gordon Browning from the governor's mansion once and for all. 
Estes Kefauver's national ambitions for President complicated matters back 
home in Tennessee for his political ally Governor Gordon Browning. As allies linked 
politically from the 1948 victories defeating Crump candidates, Browning and 
Kefauver's political congruence pretty much ended there. Especially since Kefauver had 
gone to Washington with higher ambitions and had adopted a more liberal political 
philosophy than the more conservative Browning did in Nashville (Greene 57). 
The awkward political difficulty that arose for Browning was his standing for 
reelection as Governor in the year Kefauver was secure in his Senate seat running for 
President. Kefauver's independent stride in entering the Presidential race on January 23, 
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1952 and subsequently winning the New Hampshire primary against an uncommitted 
incumbent President Harry Truman sent political shock waves throughout the country. 
The surprising victory most likely served as a determining factor in Truman's 
subsequent decision not to run for reelection. The impressive Kefauver victory in New 
Hampshire personally offended Truman. The politically astute Truman began to hold a 
personal animosity toward Tennessee's junior U.S. Senator. President Truman revealed 
his disdain for Kefauver in a reference to him as "Senator Cowfever." Truman' s support 
for Adlai Stevenson would ultimately damage Kefauver's nomination dreams further 
down the road. Truman would also play his hand in the Kefauver/Clement rivalry by 
embracing the young Frank G. Clement in the succeeding years following Clement's 
victory in 1952 over Kefauver ally Gordon Browning (57). 
Estes Kefauver's political views were increasingly associated with a civil rights 
movement that had not fully played itself prominently on the national scene as of 1952, 
but was certainly more risky in the conservative South and Tennessee (57). Kefauver lost 
the Florida primary to Georgia Senator Richard Russell. As a result he was seen as weak 
in the conservative "Dixiecrat" South. At the 1952 Democratic National Convention the 
differing philosophies of the nation's Democrats would play out in the nominating race 
for President. 
Governor Gordon Browning proudly nominated Tennessee' s favorite son for the 
Democratic Presidential nomination and her son led in the first and second ballots. 
Governor Adlai Stevenson of Illinois squeaked out a slight majority in the third ballot to 
edge Kefauver for the nomination (Gorman 153). 
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The August 1952 Tennessee Democratic Primary for Governor included four 
candidates: Clifford Allen, Governor Gordon Browning, Frank Clement and Clifford D. 
Pierce (1954 Blue Book 312). Clement, having declared two years earlier in 1950 that he 
would make a run in '52, soon became incumbent Governor Browning' s toughest 
contender in the primary race. 
Boss Crump was noticeably absent from the 1950 gubernatorial election but was 
quick to endorse young Clement in early 1952. Browning and his loyal supporter at the 
Tennessean, publisher Silliman Evans, leaped at the opportunity to portray the young 
Frank Clement as a tool of the outdated Boss Crump. Evans 's Tennessean ran a political 
cartoon showing Crump winding up several small toy figures all resembling Frank 
Clement. The paper also ran a picture in June of Crump henchman Willie Gerber and 
Clement years prior when Clement was counsel for the Public Utilities and Railroad 
Commission implying Clement received the job with Crump's backing. 
The stage was now set, although inadvertently at first, portraying Clement and 
Kefauver as leaders of two separate factions within the Democratic party vying for 





The 1952 Democratic Primary in Tennessee was as much of a pivotal election in 
laying the foundation for the ClementlKefauver rivalry than any other election next to the 
1948 revolution. Frank G. Clement won a decisive victory in the primary battle against 
Governor Browning, Allen and Pierce although not a landslide victory. Clement won 66 
counties to Browning' s 29. Browning was strongest in East Tennessee with Clement 
resoundingly victorious in Middle and West Tennessee, especially Shelby County. 
Clement garnered 302,491 votes, Browning received 245,166 votes, Allen 75 ,269 and 
Pierce 24,191 (TN Blue Book 1954315). 
Upon Frank G. Clement' s ascendancy to the Governor' s chair, Estes Kefauver 
lost an important political ally in the state government and state Democratic Party. This 
hurt Kefauver four years later at the 1956 Democratic National Convention during his 
second attempt at the presidential nomination. Although Browning went down to defeat 
against Clement in a bitter four man race for Governor, not all ofthe Crump-backed 
candidates claimed victory in 1952! Six term United States Senator Kenneth McKellar, 
the powerful Senate broker who had given Kefauver considerable grief his first four years 
in the Senate was defeated by Middle Tennessee Congressman Albert Gore vanquishing 
the leading Crump politician from Tennessee politics. 
In the final analysis, the results of the 1952 Democratic primary yielded two new 
young and attractive as well as ambitious statewide politicians who would not only 
detract prestige and popUlarity from Kefauver, but would also challenge him surprisingly 
in national ambition. However, during the remaining months of 1952 the scene was 
beginning to take form with Clement as the new titular head of state government, coupled 
with McKellar's defeat this made Clement heir to what was left of Boss Crump's 
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machine or influence around the state. Albert Gore treaded in a tight rope manner 
catering to both Kefauver the anti-Crump pol and to Clement, as the two of them shared 
the same electoral victories in 1952 that had retired two older men of Tennessee politics, 
McKellar and Browning (Greene 84). 
According to Frank Clement's sister Anna Belle, who once visited Boss Crump 
along with her brother and other top advisors to his campaign, Crump "planned strategy" 
and was not visible himself publicly in the campaign. Crump was only a few short years 
from dying and his zenith in the state had certainly passed. However, Anna Belle 
remembered her brother introducing her to Ed Crump during that visit to Memphis and 
said, "We can learn a lot from him [Crump]." (O'Brien interview). 
Frank G. Clement's first two years as Governor implemented sweeping reforms 
and brought an aura of progressive government to the statehouse that was none to 
different from Estes Kefauver's ideals in Washington. Clement appointed the first 
woman cabinet member in Tennessee's history. Taking his sister Anna Belle's advice, 
Frank Clement appointed Jeanne Bodfish as the new state Comptroller, making her the 
first woman to serve on a Tennessee Governor's cabinet in 1953. Clement also appointed 
another female, Mrs. Christine Reynolds of Paris, Tennessee as Commissioner of Public 
Welfare (Greene 95). 
Throughout Frank Clement's campaign he had promised Tennessee cities that he 
would share a portion ofthe state's gasoline taxes with the municipalities in order to 
maintain local roads. Clement delivered what the Tennessee Municipal League had 
wanted for more than a decade, a share of the gasoline tax. Clement's strong support of 





throughout the state who were hard pressed to maintain local roads. Mayor Bill Baird of 
Lebanon was a strong advocate of the measure and Clement found the TML a strong ally. 
This measure and many other progressive reforms were enacted quickly after Clement's 
inauguration into the Public Acts of 1953 (Greene 103). 
Governor Clement's progressive reforms didn't end with the sharing ofthe 
gasoline tax with municipalities. He created a new department of state government that 
gave him immense comfort and satisfaction, the Department of Mental Health. Anna 
Belle O'Brien recalled that this was one of the Governor's most treasured 
accomplishments. Frank and Anna Belle's uncle had mental health problems as a result 
of an accidental self-inflicted gun shot wound to his head while on a hunting trip. His 
condition wore deeply in the heart of Frank Clement and his family and thus the 
Department creation was an avenue where state government could aid those who had 
mental health illnesses (O'Brien interview). 
Clement also insured an increase in teacher's pay to a minimum standard 
throughout the state, increased old-age pensions, and insured substantial state aid and 
assistance to the blind, disabled, dependent children, and tuberculosis victims of the state. 
Clement's progressive approach through government reform mirrored his fellow 
Democrat Estes Kefauver's ideology that government should be used to aid and assist 
citizens. Kefauver was responsible for various prescription drug reforms as a United 
States Senator that proved his progressive and reform credentials. However, Kefauver 
was coined the more liberal of the two; perhaps due to Kefauver's stint in Washington 




more pragmatic/progressive connotation of liberal thinking that occurred in Nashville 
under Clement (Greene 116). 
Telling patterns of Clement's political strength were evidenced in the 1952 race. 
Clement was surrounded by an astute group of inner advisors. Many of his campaign 
allies had been top officials in the previous McCord administration. G. Hilton Butler 
became an enthusiastic supporter of Clement's and had been adjutant general in 
McCord's administration. Frank Hobbs of Lawrenceburg joined the Clement team. 
Hobbs was a strong figure in the state party. Jared Maddux, a Cookeville attorney would 
also begin a long friendship with Frank Clement that saw both men climb to high 
positions in state government (Greene 50). 
Some of the counties that overwhelmingly went for Clement in the '52 
Democratic primary were Sequatchie County with nearly 77% ofthe vote going to 
Clement. His home county of Dickson with 76% and Lewis County he carried by a little 
more than 68% of the vote attributable to the strong support of Howard Warf. Warf was 
the dominating political boss of Lewis County that repeatedly went heavily for Clement 
in all his succeeding elections. Maddux's county of Putnam went strong for Clement 
with right at 60% of the vote going to Clement in the crowded four-man race. Herbert 
WaIters was not able to publicly embrace Clement as he had privately due to his respect 
for Browning but he did prove helpful to Clement in his hometown of Morristown with 
Hamblen County voting over 62% with Clement. 
Frank Hobbs helped Clement strongly in Lawrence County where Clement beat 
Browning better than 2 to 1, gaining 57% of the vote. Shelby County gave Clement an 
incredible 20,000-vote margin over Browning in Crump country with 54% of the vote. 
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Much of the credit for a sweeping Clement victory was attributed to the naming of 
Buford Ellington as the Clement campaign manager. Robert Clement played a major role 
in his son's political campaign and insisted to his son that the election would be won in 
the small rural counties. The elder Clement knew that Ellington would be 
complementary to the campaign with his extensive knowledge of Tennessee's rural 
counties from Memphis to Johnson City. Ellington had built a significant reputation 
among Tennessee's farmers and rural citizens as a field representative for the Tennessee 
Farm Bureau. 
Ellington provided Frank Clement with a constituency that was not in his 
background. Buford Ellington was born in Mississippi but had moved to Tennessee and 
began working in Jefferson County in East Tennessee as a county farm agent. He served 
a brief period in the Tennessee General Assembly before he moved to Verona in Marshall 
County, Tennessee. Ellington had contacts throughout the state and had lived in both 
East Tennessee and now Middle Tennessee (Greene 60). 
These rural connections and experiences brought an added dimension to the 
Clement campaign that the elder Clement knew was necessary for Frank to be victorious. 
Buford Ellington was an incredible worker. He would talk to more than three hundred 
people on the phone daily and he ran a tight campaign with strict schedules. Ellington 
and Clement were bot tremendously close friends but they respected one another's talents 
and would be a tag team that controlled the governor's office for eighteen years. The two 
belonged to different generations with Ellington closer to Clement's father age. Anna 
Belle worked closely for both Ellington and her brother and served as an important link 
between the two shrewd politicians (Greene 59). 
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After the dust had settled in 1952 and Clement had been very successful in his 
first term as Governor the next pivotal election year that would further shape the rivalry 
between Clement and Kefauver came in 1954. There was significant speculation that 
Frank Clement might run for the Senate against Estes Kefauver in the Democratic 
Primary in 1954. Clement's popularity on the state level was tremendously high. The 
administration had been very productive and the Constitutional Convention had even 
produced some meaningful reforms to the state document that hadn' t been amended for 
nearly 80 years. 
Close advisors to Governor Clement like Eddie Friar and Herbert Bingham of the 
Tennessee Municipal League were very anxious to see Clement run for the White House, 
and thought that a run for the Senate was definitely a step in the right direction (Greene 
134). The Kefauver camp certainly were concerned if they would endure a challenge 
from the political star named Clement who was rapidly rising in the state. Kefauver had 
personally been tormented over his good friend Gordon Browning' s defeat to Clement in 
1952. Kefauver felt somewhat responsible, "I just can' t understand what happened to 
poor old Gordon," he would say repeatedly at Shangri-La in McMinnville resting from 
his convention defeat (Fontenay 232). 
The Nashville Banner had even been so brazen to state that Kefauver would be 
the next to go down to defeat after Browning did to Clement's hand in 1952. After the 
'52 Browning defeat in the primary the Banner cafled Kefauver "a political phoney 
whose turn comes next." Clement knew he would have the Banner's full support and 
also Crump' s ifhe decided to take on the tall Kefauver. A primary fight between 
Clement and Kefauver would have definitely been a heavyweight bout that may have 
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brought Tennessee Democrats to their knees, dividing the party deeply among two of her 
most popular state elected officials (Gorman 175). But the young Governor decided to 
seek another term and as a result of the Constitutional Convention was elected the first 
four-year term governor of Tennessee (Fontenay 237). 
The 1954 reelection campaign for Estes Kefauver was his first test at the state' s 
polls two years after his failed bid to be the Democratic nominee for President. Kefauver 
was well aware that his liberal tendencies on the national level had put him at some risk 
with the more conservative voters of Tennessee. Southern progressives like Kefauver 
were on the defensive throughout Dixie, and the heat would only become more intense in 
the ensuing years. Anti-Kefauver forces in the party scrambled to find a credible 
challenger to the Madisonville native after Clement stepped out of consideration to take 
on Browning once again in the governor's race. Sixth District Congressman Pat Sutton 
eventually committed to run against Kefauver in the Democratic primary (Fontenay 237). 
Although conservatives in the party tried diligently to field former Senatot Tom 
Stewart and former Governor Prentice Cooper, they finally decided it important to unify 
behind Sutton's candidacy. Sutton was a tall handsome Congressman representing 
Middle Tennessee 's Sixth District that fell south of Nashville. Sutton didn't receive any 
active help or support from Clement who had his hands full fighting Browning or Crump 
from Memphis who stayed neutral in the race. Sutton did draw a late endorsement in the 
campaign from the ancient Kenneth McKellar who had been retired two years prior by 
Albert Gore (238). 
Estes Kefauver had many of the same top advisors running his campaign as he 
had in 1948. Charlie Neese managed the Senator's campaign and Silliman Evans was a 
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strong advocate as always at the Tennessean. Noble Caudill, a principal fundraiser for 
both Kefauver and Clement, aided the Senator in his election year. Mrs. Martha Ragland 
continued her tremendous support as adjunct of the woman's campaign division. In the 
1948 campaign, Mrs. Ragland wrote a total of some 20,000 letters urging support for 
Estes Kefauver. Martha Ragland was a strong willed young woman of liberal ideology 
who moved to Chattanooga with her husband who was president of a mill in the city 
(Fontenay 144). 
Kefauver' s Memphis contingent were still strongly behind the Senator. Edmund 
Orgill, a businessman in Memphis and former President of the Memphis Chamber of 
Commerce, became Kefauver' s Shelby County campaign chair in the 1948 election. He 
served on the committee with Memphis attorney Lucius E. Burch, Charles Poe, Dr. 
Henry B. Gotten, Ed Dalstrom and William M. Barr (147). Other Kefauver top advisors 
and allies were Joe Bean, former state Senator who defeated Kefauver but became fond 
of the United States Senator. Bean was instrumental in Winchester and the Franklin 
County area (144). 
Estes Kefauver easily won reelection to the Senate, beating his closest primary 
opponent Sutton by 440,497 votes to 186,363 for Sutton. Kefauver even carried Sutton's 
Sixth Congressional District along with all the other districts as well. Kefauver won 91 
of95 counties in the state, losing only Lawrence, Fayette, Crockett and Haywood 
counties. Frank Clement won easily too in a landslide victory in his rematch with 
Gordon Browning. Clement carried every single county in the state except for 













mere 195,156. Browning was definitely finished in his bout to retake the governor's 
office in his third attempt. 
Estes Kefauver and Frank Clement solidified their political bases in the 1954 
Democratic primary, with Clement garnering 40,000 more votes than Kefauver in the 
primary but Clement only faced two opponents to Kefauver's three. The fall general 
election had Kefauver and Clement as the standard bearers for the Tennessee Democratic 
party. They both won handily in November, defeating their Republican rivals by margins 
greater than 2 to 1. Clement again pulled 30,000 more votes in the November election 
than Kefauver in his respective race did (TN Blue Book 1956379). 
Those margins of votes in both the primary and fall election led some to speculate 
that the young governor could have narrowly defeated Kefauver. The speCUlation of a 
Kefauver/Clement campaign would be revisited numerous times in the near future, 
riveting the political landscape of Tennessee. But for the mean time, Kefauver and 
Clement relished in the 1954 electoral victories with a cautious eye looking to the future 
and the next potential electoral battle that could pit them against one another. That next 





Estes Kefauver and Frank G. Clement had not more than rested from their 
landslide victories in 1954 before speculation was rampant about what future plans each 
man had in the next election cycle. The presidential election year began with much 
excitement in Anderson County, Tennessee where Democrat committee executives traded 
barbs over which man would receive the county delegate's support as a "favorite son" 
candidate to the state convention. 
The January 15, 1956 Nashville Tennessean headline read, "Political Guns Open 
On Oak Ridge Front: County Kefauver-Clement Skinnish Seen." Kenneth Caldwell, the 
vice chainnan of the Anderson County Democratic executive committee, called for an 
immediate meeting of the committee in order to show its support to Senator Estes 
Kefauver as the state's "favorite son." Caldwell stated he was moved to take such a 
declaration after a report that the state Democratic delegation would be supporting 
Governor Clement as the favorite son candidate for President. 
The chainnan ofthe Anderson County Democratic committee, John M. Purdy, 
responded to his vice-chainnan's call by stating he objected to any move to have 
Anderson county's delegates to a state Democratic convention pledged to either the 
Senator or the Governor. The reported skinnish in Anderson County was reflective of 
the anxiety felt throughout the state's Democratic circles of who would be Tennessee's 
Democratic national leader or "favorite son" candidate (Stein & Knox). 
Frank Clement and Estes Kefauver certainly had their sights set upon the 1956 
Democratic National Convention. Kefauver sought to succeed in 1956 where he fell 
short in the third ballot in 1952 to Adlai Stevenson. Clement eyed the Keynote Address 
as a lofty goal that could possibly catapult him into a number two spot on the 1956 ticket. 
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Albert Gore had made a name for himself also in the four years he had been in the 
Senate. In a May 1955 Memphis Press-Scimitar article Gore was mentioned as the 
"astute politician" among Clement and Kefauver. 
The article praised Gore's effectiveness in the Senate in passing the Gore highway 
bill that led to the country's interstate highway system. The article was drawing 
similarities between the stalwart Kenneth McKellar and the young Gore who was 
attaining the same fame McKellar did as a young senator in passing the first federal-aid 
highway bill. The United Press writer Tom Ketterson went on to state that Gore was the 
stock that will make, "for the long political haul. ... " In comparing Gore to Clement and 
Kefauver he goes on to say, "Opponents often get red-faced and riled up when talking 
about Kefauver or Clement but few there are who approach apoplexy when talking 
against Gore." 
The Memphis Press Scimitar article spoke in mid 1955 prophetic truths. Gore did 
endure the long haul compared to Clement and Kefauver in political victories. The 
article also attests to the sheer resentment and bitter rivalry between Kefauver and 
Clement partisans. Ketterson accurately pointed out that such "red-faced" opponents 
aren't as numerous when you mention Albert Gore (Ketterson). 
Fontenay wrote in his biography of Kefauver that after his landslide reelection in 
1954, he "turned his attention at once to the 1956 presidential campaign" (Fontenay 243). 
In early 1955 Kefauver was in Chicago with Noble C. Caudill, his principal fundraiser 
when he told Caudill, "I think I still have one more good race in me, and I think maybe I 
ought to make it now, but I don't have any money." Caudill arranged a meeting that 
evening with a friend by the name of Walter Stem. Stem was so impressed with the tall 
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lanky Tennessee Senator that he cut two $5,000 checks to get Kefauver's second 
presidential campaign rolling, one to Estes and one to Nancy (Fontenay 244). 
One month after Clement's primary victory over Browning in August 1954 he 
was speaking for the first time in Indianapolis. He was a success. The Saturday Evening 
Post even covered the speech, claiming a new star was rising in the Democratic party. 
Clement's national reputation was swelling, especially as an orator. The young boisterous 
governor also spoke in Michigan, Connecticut, Ohio and Missouri. Expanding his appeal 
to the national level, Clement certainly had ambitions of the Presidency or Vice 
Presidential spot. He was also a superb foil to thwart his fellow Tennessean Kefauver' s 
chances nationally (Greene 221). 
How would Kefauver maintain a credible winner perception in the minds and 
hearts of Democrats throughout the country if the younger Frank Clement was seen as 
more popular in Kefauver's home state nationally as Kefauver himself? This was the fate 
or circumstance that Estes Kefauver confronted in his second attempt for the Democratic 
nomination. Even Gore loomed ambitiously on the national scene. It almost seemed that 
Kefauver had not been allowed his fair time to garner his party's nomination but had 
been usurped by none other than the ambitious Governor of his own state who ascended 
to that office via an opposition Democratic faction in Tennessee. 
The Knoxville Journal reported in its Sunday September 26, 1954 issue that 
Clement was eyeing the Vice-President slot on the ticket by courting Adlai Stevenson. 
The headline read, "Clement Eyes Veep Post, Courts Adlai's Backers." The opening 
sentence to the article read "Governor Frank Clement-the man who is a threat to almost 
any vacancy-apparently is laying the groundwork for a job-hunting expedition in 1956." 
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The article reported that at age 34 - the nation's youngest governor, Clement was eyeing 
the number two spot on the 1956 ticket and/or the Keynote Address at the Convention. 
The article continued by reporting in Indianapolis, "Clement closeted with Adlai 
Stevenson . .. for a 35-minute discussion of party affairs." The article reported as early as 
September 1954 that Clement, "had been courting the Stevenson faction of the party" 
(Harris). Clement did indeed declare in 1955 he supported Adlai Stevenson to win the 
party's presidential nomination. Clement's endorsement in 1955 placed even higher 
stakes in the political brinkmanship rivalry between Clement and Kefauver (Greene 225). 
Political cartoons reflected the political environment in the state and in the 
national Democratic party during the months leading up to the 1956 race. The 
Chattanooga Times ran a cartoon in their May 20, 1955 issue illustrating the political 
dilemma facing the Democratic party. A donkey as an artist is prepared to paint his 
masterpiece entitled 'National Campaign Picture for 1956' holding an art pallet 
containing Stevenson and Harriman's names and paint containers on the nearby table 
with the names of Tennessee 's ambitious Democratic leaders: Kefauver, Gore and 
Clement (Chattanooga Times 5/20/55). Even political cartoons on the national level 
were casting Tennessee's ambitious Governor and Senator. 
The Chicago Tribune ran a cartoon of two country Tennesseans, Clement donning 
a straw hat and Kefauver his trademark coonskin cap, with Clement tangling his fishing 
line up with Kefauver's and Estes saying "Frankie, Boy, Ah Think y'u a'doin' That on 
Purpose!" The caption read "FOULING UP ESTES ' LINE." Clement's bait read of his 
hope of being Stevenson's running mate and Kefauver's bait spoke of his hope to be the 
presidential nominee. Many in the Kefauver camp believed what the Tribune cartoonist 
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had put in illustration that Clement had knowingly and intentionally fouled up Kefauver's 
best attempt to be the Democrat's presidential nominee in 1956 (Chicago Tribune 
8/29/1955). 
The two highly competitive Nashville daily newspapers contributed an immense 
amount of fervor in reporting the seemingly weekly developments in the rift between 
Clement and Kefauver being played out on the national scene. Leslie T. Hart of the 
Nashville Banner had been writing columns advancing Frank Clement every time his 
'Capitol Hill' column went to print. Hart claimed he "discovered" Clement and had been 
writing about as an excellent public servant as far back as 1949. Hart ran stories on the 
Governor's family, his education, Legion activities and even about him selling 
hamburgers at the Methodist booth at the Tennessee state fair (Greene 54). 
Leslie T. Hart continued his barrage on anybody or everything that stood in Frank 
Clement's path. The Knox Journal carried a particular harsh 'Capitol Hill' column 
entitled, "Kefauver's 'Use Clement' Try Fails." Hart described in this column that 
Kefauver was attempting to "use" Clement as he had his friend and ally former Governor 
Browning in 1952, which cost him reelection. Hart's column contained a source he 
penned, "a former Browning supporter, "who was "delighted that Governor Clement's 
friends know the way Kefauver operates and I'm glad the Governor hasn't made a secret 
deal with the Kefauver people as some would have the public believe." 
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Hart goes on to state, "Just why some of the Kefauver people think Clement 
should go all out for the Senator still isn't clear. Some are wondering what Kefauver has 
ever done in any way to back the Governor." Hart further alludes to Kefauver's strong 
support of Clement's opponent in his first gubernatorial race and pointedly remarked that 
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Clement is not obligated to Kefauver none whatsoever. The column ran in Knoxville on 
January 17, 1956 just days after the bombshell announcement by Buford Ellington in 
Washington D.C. that the Tennessee delegation would be supporting Frank Clement as a 
favorite son candidate for the Democratic Presidential nomination, not Kefauver (Hart 
1117/56). 
In another 'Capitol Hill' column by Hart in the Banner the month prior on 
December 20, 1955, Hart asserted that there is no reason for a 'Clement-Kefauver 
Accord.' Senator Kefauver's announcement that he would seek the Democratic 
nomination a second time elicited only the following response from the Governor, "My 
boys and I have got our minds on Santa Claus right now and we're not doing much 
talking about politics during the Christmas holidays." Hart doesn't take such a merry 
response in his article. He continued to bash Kefauver, for what had Estes ever done for 
Frank? Hart recalled the 1952 campaign where he asserted Kefauver almost immediately 
sounded off for Browning, returning from the national convention giving a radio address 
from Memphis in favor of Clement's opposition (Hart Banner 12120/55). 
Estes Kefauver's greatest obstacle for the 1956 Democratic nomination arguably 
was the inability to have his own state's committed support for his candidacy. Kefauver 
won in New Hampshire and stunningly in Minnesota that had Humphrey and the state 
leadership backing Stevenson. But he was unable to carry those victories forward in 
momentum with others in Florida, California and other late primary states. The January 
1956 announcement made by Buford Ellington and state Democratic chainnan Herbert 
Walters placed a deep nail into Kefauver's chances with the national media picking up 
the Tennessee Democratic intra-party fight for her convention delegates (Greene 225). 
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Although Governor Clement maintained he did not know of Ellington and 
Walter's intentions and statement prior to their delivery, he stood by allowing the 
Kefauver campaign to mire in disgust and anxiety over their own home delegation. 
Albert Gore maintained his neutrality, writing a private letter to Kefauver clearly 
withholding his support. Kefauver sought some type of mutual accommodation with the 
Governor, but the damage had been done (225). 
Clement had been feeding his own national ambitions frantically and wasn't about 
to back down now. Joe Hatcher the Tennessean columnist that followed Kefauver 
closely and wrote on his behalf in the Tennessean wrote in an October 1955 column that 
Clement's Vice President chances were growing dimmer but he still was actively seeking 
the Keynoter position. Hatcher alluded in his articles that Clement was simply a pawn 
being used by national Democratic leaders opposed to Kefauver who would lead Clement 
"up the heights as a 'Stop Kefauver' movement only-without any binding promises to the 
Governor" (Hatcher, Tennessean 10/4/55). 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution printed a Hatcher column in its paper on 
January 15, 1956 addressing the fight between Kefauver and Clement. The headline 
read, "Clement, Estes Gird for Fight For Tenn. 'Favorite Son' Votes: Clamor grows 
throughout state for Preferential Primary Race." Hatcher reported that the secret 
"Clement plan" had been "leaked" by Ellington to a Memphis newsman. Hatcher 
succinctly ended his column by penning, "It all adds up to an exciting situation between 
the consuming ambitions of Gov. Clement and the Presidential ambitions of Sen. 
Kefauver" (Hatcher Atlanta-Journal Constitution 1115/56). 
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The coverage of the Clement and Kefauver fight for Tennessee's delegates 
continued to be played out not just in Tennessee newspapers, but nationally as well. The 
United Press ran a wire on a story appearing in the Chattanooga Free Press that 
headlined, "Georgian Welcomes Kefauver Race as Nemesis Of 'The Scalawag' 
Tennessee Governor, Clement." The article quoted Georgia's Democratic party chairman 
welcoming Kefauver into the presidential race, "The chief benefit as I see it is that he will 
put an effective damper upon the consuming ambitions of the scalawag governor from 
Tennessee, Frank Clement" (UP Chattanooga Free Press 12/18/55). 
The brinkmanship for the state's delegates certainly hindered Kefauver' s 
ambitions. Whether or not it is safe to state that it stopped him dead in his tracks and was 
the single most deciding factor in his inability to clinch the nomination is speculative. 
There is no doubt that the Democrats in Tennessee were blessed with an overabundance 
of ambition in 1956 that was dividing the party faithful. From Anderson County to 
Memphis and Sparta where former State Senator Jim Camp stated, "I was hopeful there 
would not be any conflict between them [Clement and Kefauver], They are both good 
friends of mine" (Travis Chattanooga Times 1/7/56). Many Democrats throughout the 
state joined in Camp's remarks and were fond of both the Governor and Senator. 
However they were tom between the two among the political brinkmanship and 
infighting evidenced by a Memphis letter Kefauver received. 
Leo R. Burson of Memphis wrote Senator Kefauver on March 12, 1956 that the 
"Clement forces have yet to take any stand or action" in reference to the county's 
Democratic delegates. Burson commented in his letter that upon a strong showing in the 
upcoming primaries, the Memphis delegates "would definitely be pro-Kefauver." Burson 
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went on to state, "The belief among most of us is that Clement will go along, as long as 
there appears to be a good likelihood that you might be in the running for the Democratic 
nomination" (Burson letter). 
Frank Clement was awarded the honor to give the Keynote Address to the 1956 
Democratic National Convention in Chicago. The speech lasted 43 minutes and was 
typical Clement fashion. Mixed reviews came in on the Governor's performance. Estes 
Kefauver would not secure the presidential nomination but surprisingly clinched the 
Vice-President slot after Stevenson unexpectedly threw the choice out to the delegates. 
Albert Gore was in the thick along with Kefauver and John Kennedy in the balloting for 
the Vice-President spot. However, after it became clear that Kennedy would win over 
Kefauver if something didn't happen, Gore released the Tennessee delegates to support 
Kefauver, to the stunned astonishment of Clement. Once again proving Gore's political 
astuteness knowing when his chances were slim. 
The national competition between Estes Kefauver and Frank Clement in 1956 and 
the months and weeks leading up to the convention involved a political game of 
brinkmanship that exhausted and caused deeper animosity and disdain between the two 
men and their political supporters. The citizens of Tennessee were certainly awestruck at 
having such tremendous talent taking such important roles at the Democratic National 
Convention in 1956, but for all the wonder it radiated the deep divisions would reap 
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Estes Kefauver returned to his vacation home at Shangri-La in McMinnville after 
he clinched the vice-presidential nomination on the 1956 Democratic ticket with Adlai 
Stevenson. Stevenson and Kefauver were not able to defeat a popular Eisenhower in the 
fall election. Once again Tennessee narrowly went in the general's column by 6,000 
votes in the fall general election, although her favorite son was on the ticket (1999 World 
Almanac). After the 1956 convention and election season Estes Kefauver and Frank 
Clement returned to their respective duties in public service. The two men would never 
again reach the political heights nationally they had attained in the summer of 1956. 
Clement had only two more years left in his four-year term and Kefauver would be up for 
reelection in 1960. 
Tennessee Democratic affairs was definitely divided on the heels of the 1956 
national convention. In the 1958 race to succeed Frank Clement, his trusted campaign 
manager and Agriculture Commissioner Buford Ellington narrowly won the governor's 
race in a crowded eight man Democratic primary. Ellington inherited a Clement 
organization built largely by himself as the Clement campaign manager that secured two 
previous Clement victories. Eight Democrats fared off in the deeply divided Democratic 
Primary for Governor on August 7, 1958. Ellington' s principal opponents included Judge 
Andrew T. (Tip) Taylor of Jackson and Kefauver ally Mayor Edmund Orgill of Memphis 
(Fontenay 286). 
Estes Kefauver refused to openly endorse Edmund Orgill, the Memphis Mayor 
who had chaired Kefauver's 1948 Senate Campaign in Memphis. A public endorsement 
may have been enough to put Orgill over the top in the crowded field but Kefauver, ever 
a man of principle, decided not to openly support Orgill but privately he was the 
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Senator's choice. The endorsement he had given six years earlier to his close ally 
Gordon Browning in the waning days of the election was not enough to carry Browning 
to reelection over Clement. Kefauver's dislike for political organizations was so intense 
he refused to jump into a quagmire of supporting candidates for office and expecting his 
loyal backers to do the same (Gorman 334). 
Ellington squeaked out a close victory claiming only 31 % ofthe Democratic 
primary vote, narrowly defeating Taylor by 8786 votes, Orgill was a close third losing to 
Ellington by only 9033 votes- 247 votes shy of Taylor. Had Orgill won in 1958, 
Kefauver would have been in a more solid position in his home state to make another run 
for the White House in 1960. But immediately following his political ally Orgill's defeat 
in 1958, Kefauver stood firm to his commitment that he would not seek the nomination 
but instead focus his efforts on reelection in 1960 to the Senate (Fontenay 286). 
Buford Ellington won 45 counties to Taylor's 25 and Orgill ' s 24 and Clifford 
Allen won his sole county in Cheatham county. Ellington was unable to secure even a 
third of the primary vote but he did win the nomination and continued the eighteen-year 
tenure he and Clement commanded as the state ' s governor. Ellington's largest 
percentage victory caine in Lewis County where Howard Warf delivered a strong 75% of 
the vote to Ellington where he had garnered the same for Clement in 1954 and 68% for 
Clement in 1952. Ellington's strengths were in the rural counties throughout the state 
where his background was most beneficial. He came within 200 votes of winning 
Davidson County from Orgill but was soundly defeated in the other large cities in the 
state (1959-60 TN Blue Book 174). 
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Mayor Orgill lost his home county of Shelby by a little more than 3000 votes to 
Judge Taylor who ran very strong in the western grand division of the state. Orgill 
showed significant electoral strength in Middle Tennessee and pockets of East and West 
Tennessee. Orgill won Kefauver's home county of Monroe, he won Anderson County in 
the east where strong Kefauver support existed and he won Warren County where 
Senator Kefauver vacationed often in the summer months at the home of Cowan Oldham 
a strong Kefauver supporter. Orgill's victories were predominately in Middle Tennessee. 
Eighteen of Orgill's twenty-four counties were in Middle Tennessee. The remaining six 
counties that he won: Anderson, Morgan, Monroe, Roane, Knox and Campbell all in East 
Tennessee. He was unable to win any counties in the state's west grand division. 
Nineteen counties ofthe twenty-five that Taylor carried were in West Tennessee. 
He carried his home county of Madison by a resounding 80% of the vote. He also carried 
Shelby and Hamilton counties with 41 % of the vote in both counties in an eight-man 
race. Taylor carried Unicoi, Carter, Washington, Bradley and Rhea counties along with 
Hamilton in East Tennessee. Although Orgill and Taylor were closely in reach of 
winning the nomination, Ellington won the nomination by his strength across the three 
grand divisions of the state. 
Ellington won forty-five of Tennessee's ninety-five counties. He won 22 counties 
in East Tennessee strongly winning in that division, edging out Orgill's strong showing in 
Middle Tennessee, Clement's Agriculture Commissioner won 21 Middle Tennessee 
Counties to Orgill's 18. Ellington even was victorious in two West Tennessee Counties , 
Dyer and Tipton, stealing from Taylor a sweep of the western division ofthe state. 
Ellington's political organization inherited by Clement coupled with Ellington's strong 
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support in the conservative rural counties of the state barely staved off the forces in the 
Democratic party wanting to rid the Clement administration from the governor's office 
(1959-60 TN Blue Book 175). 
The 1958 Democratic primary for governor proved that the state's Democratic 
party was very divided on the heels of the 1956 Democratic National Convention. The 
Browning-Kefauver faction was where Edmund Orgill drew much of his support in 1958. 
Ellington drew upon the support from the winning coalition he had helped to organize 
that proved victorious for Frank Clement in 1952 and 1954. Reportedly, however, 
Ellington was upset with what he felt was Clement's slow endorsement of his Agriculture 
Commissioner that had allowed for more Democrats to enter the race and subsequently 
made the race razor-thin close (Greene 275). 
Senator Estes Kefauver began preparing for his reelection bid to the United States 
Senate early in 1959. Kefauver received numerous calls from anxious supporters 
throughout the country inquiring about his plans nationally in 1960 in order they could 
make their own decisions who to back in the upcoming primary. In March 1959, 
Kefauver stated, "My only plan for 1960 is to run for re-election to the Senate, I shall 
have to forego the pleasure of seeing all my friends in New Hampshire" (Gorman 334). 
Frank Clement, two years out ofthe governor's office, toyed with the idea ofa 
run against Kefauver for the Senate in 1960. The New York Times reported in May 1959 
that Clement was looking to a 1960 Senate Bid. The Times reported that "Senator 
Kefauver and Mr. Clement are two of the most colorful political figures in Tennessee and 
both are hard campaigners. The Senator relies chiefly upon the handshake and personal 
contact, while the former Governor depends mainly upon his oratorical ability to win 
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support. '''' The Times mentioned both were considered moderates on the racial 
segregation issue which could be pivotal in the 1960 campaign (Times 5/3/59). 
A May 1959 Chattanooga Times article by Fred Travis reported that Clement was 
confident he could find significant financial backing to make a run against Kefauver in 
1960. The article also mentioned other prospective opponents to Kefauver in the August 
primary, Judge Andrew T. (Tip) Taylor and Nashville Mayor Ben West. The article 
contributed to the enormous political maneuvering that occurred in the many months 
leading up to the primary (Chattanooga Times 5/8/59). 
Charlie Neese, the Senator's most ardent campaign manager, sent him a letter in 
late December 1959 with a copy of a form letter he had got his hands on that Frank 
Clement had been mailing around "keeping his fences repaired if not building some for 
immediate use," the letter stated. Neese went on to state in his letter to the Senator that 
his sources had informed him that if Tip Taylor ran in 1960 that Frank would not run. 
The form letter that Clement was allegedly sending out was dated November 9, 1959 and 
referred to how grateful the former governor was for the "kindness you have shown me" 
in the past and that he was "appreciative of our relationship ... " (Neese letter 12/26/59). 
The Chattanooga Times reported in January 1960 that Clement was feeling out 
his chances for a possible race against Kefauver. The Chattanooga Times article by Fred 
Travis reported it was "common knowledge" that supporters of the two men [Clement 
and Taylor] were meeting in efforts to strengthen the anti-Kefauver vote to one candidate. 
Travis interestingly reported that an agreement was easily able to occur where either 
Clement or Taylor would sit the 60 Senate race out and in return run for governor in 1962 
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unhindered by the 1960 candidate that faced Kefauver (Travis Chattanooga Times 
1/9/60). 
An interesting letter of correspondence between Estes Kefauver and the editor of 
The Miami News revealed the uncertainty that Tennesseans and Kefauver had on whether 
Clement would make a run against the Senator in 1960. William C. Baggs, the editor, 
wrote Kefauver a letter inquiring if it was true that Governor Clement would be running 
against him in the primary. Baggs reportedly had talked with some Tennesseans on an 
airplane where one of the passengers claimed to be close friends of the Governor (Baggs 
letter 12/30/59). Kefauver amusingly wrote the editor back, "Dear Bill: I'd like to know 
the answer to your question, too! It may be that he does not know the answer himself, yet. 
With kind regards, Estes Kefauver" (Kefauver letter 1/6/60). 
Sporadic political maneuvering occurred in the months preceding the 1960 
Tennessee Democratic primary proving once again that the party was deeply divided 
among the Clement/Ellington and the KefauverlBrowning organizations. Reportedly Tip 
Taylor entered the race against Kefauver with the assurance of Ellington administration 
support. Taylor met with the Governor and Adjutant General G. Hilton Butler twice and 
was told by the governor he would send Butler and Secretary of State Joe Cordell Carr 
across the state to "beat the bushes" for Taylor (Fontenay 287). Informed sources 
reportedly stated that Ellington had made a deal with the Tennessean establishment that if 
the paper would soften its opposition to Ellington, the governor and Herbert Walters 
would keep Clement from running against Kefauver in the primary (Greene 276). 
The political brinkmanship became more complex when Frank Clement late in the 
campaign expressed his support for Kefauver. Clement's father even appeared at a 
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Kefauver rally. Kefauver even announced that Clement had "done much good for 
Tennessee" (Gorman 345). Ellington also had promised Taylor in early meetings that he 
would endorse him in the race publicly late in the campaign if necessary to pull him 
through to victory over Kefauver (Fontenay 287). Surprisingly Ellington did nothing to 
help Taylor and reportedly helped Kefauver's campaign behind the scenes, according to 
reports after the election printed in the Chattanooga Times (Gorman 345). 
Adding to all of the political maneuvering, it is likely that Lyndon Johnson played 
a role in early 1960 to keep Clement from challenging Kefauver because as a freshman 
Senator Clement would have to look to Johnson for favorable committee assignments as 
Johnson was the majority leader in the Senate. Johnson had interests in the Presidential 
nomination and was courting Kefauver' s national support in his upcoming battle with 
John Kennedy for the Democratic nomination in 1960 (Fontenay 287). 
Clement decided to sit the Senate campaign out and opted instead to run for 
Governor in 1962. It is plausible that Clement and Ellington may have seen it in their 
own political best interest to not actively and strongly support Taylor against Kefauver 
for their own political fortunes down the road. For Clement was eyeing the gubernatorial 
race in two years in 1962 because Ellington would be unable to succeed himself 
constitutionally. A second defeat for Taylor statewide would significantly brand him as a 
state wide candidate unable to win and be more favorable as a possible opponent than say 
Kefauver ifhe lost in 1960 and decided to run for Governor or actively campaign against 
Clement. 
Ellington was very shrewd when it came to political allies. It is possible that 
Ellington encouraged the Taylor candidacy to further his own political fortunes with the 
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Tennessean newspaper by keeping Clement out of the race. Then late in the campaign, 
Ellington refrained from open endorsements in order to keep his political fences secure, 
knowing that Taylor had many friends from the Crump machine and from conservatives 
across the state. The huge defeat that Taylor endured from Kefauver diminished his 
chances for future prominence in state elections and further cemented Ellington as the 
leader of the conservative faction of the state's Democrats along with Clement. 
Taylor and many others felt that Kefauver was very vulnerable in 1960 for his 
civil rights record and refusal to sign the Southern Manifesto. Kefauver received a big 
boost of support when Lyndon Johnson spoke at a Nashville gathering arranged by the 
state Young Democrats fresh from his nomination along with John Kennedy on the 1960 
Democratic ticket. A crowd of Kefauver and Taylor supporters was stunned to see the 
warmth Johnson showed for Kefauver. Johnson introduced Kefauver as "my beloved 
colleague" and continued with a plea for party and national unity (Gorman 343). 
In the waning weeks before the primary conservative southern Senators rose to 
support Kefauver. Senators Talmadage of Georgia, Long of Louisiana, Sparkman and 
Hill of Alabama, Yarborough of Texas, Stennis of Mississippi and Smathers of Florida 
sent friendly letters to the Kefauver campaign that were published in ads in major state 
newspapers. Kefauver stunned the state and the nation with a tremendous victory on 
August 4, 1960. Kefauver polled 463,848 votes to Taylor's 249,336, carrying all but 
sixteen counties in the state and overwhelmingly winning East and Middle Tennessee. 
He surprisingly lost West Tennessee by only 12,000 votes to Taylor (Gorman 347). 
Frank G. Clement considered running against Estes Kefauver in 1954 and 1960 
but both times decided not to run. The 1960 campaign was Kefauver's last campaign in 
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Tennessee but his influence continued to stand significantly in the state that revered her 
leaders. Kefauver's last term in the Senate was his most enjoyable of his entire career 
arguably. Democrats controlled the White House and both houses of Congress. Kefauver 
had campaigned hard in the fall of 1960 to elect Kennedy and Johnson (Gorman 349). 
Kefauver continued to work diligently for progressive legislation. One of his fine 
accomplishments was the Kefauver-Harris Drug Act of 1962 (351). It would be one of 
his last achievements as a United States Senator. 
Kefauver died in the early morning hours of August 10, 1963 of a ruptured aorta 
at Bethesda Naval Hospital (Fontenay 403). He had been taken there from the Senate 
floor where he was debating the unfair monopoly practices of a communications satellite 
bill (398). The Senator died awaiting heart surgery just hours away that morning when 
Nancy and the two youngest daughters were flying in to be with him for the surgery from 
a vacation out west. "Like a giant tree that has come crashing down to earth, his passing 
leaves a great void," said one of Kefauver's colleagues in the Senate Tom Dodd (403). 
Tennessee had lost a giant of a statesman and the Kefauver children and Nancy 
had lost their father and husband young in their lives because he had sacrificed so much 
of his own health to better the lives ofthose he genuinely cared for. Tennessee was 
without her noble, tall son from Madisonville who had revolutionized Tennessee politics 
fifteen years earlier and had set the stage for Tennessee politics for years to come. Nancy 
Kefauver chose the words Courage, Justice and Loving Kindness as the inscription on his 
tombstone, telling of a man that embodied those words immensely (405). 
Governor Frank G. Clement had won the gubernatorial election in 1962 and was 




first year of his recently elected third term. As governor he was constitutionally required 
to appoint an interim successor to serve in Kefauver's Senate seat until a special election 
could be held in 1964. Clement considered resigning as governor and subsequently 
appointed to the seat by his successor. Clement understood, however that the public may 
react angrily to such a bold move, especially on the heels of his recent election and 
knowing of the intense rivalry ofthe two (Frist 122). 
Clement calculated, however, that the voter resentment would subside in a couple 
of years so he appointed his trusted and loyal mentor Democratic state chairman Herbert 
Walters of Morristown. Walters was an ideal pick because of his age at seventy-one he 
would not seek reelection in two years and that would leave the race open for Clement. 
Walters was seen by many in the state as Clement's stand-in. Sure enough, two years 
later, Clement threw his hat into the ring to run for the Senate seat that he had pondered 
in 1954 and 1960 but was ready for in 1964 with Kefauver no longer an opponent. 
The 1964 Democratic primary proved to be a devastating blow for Frank 
Clement. Clement was challenged in the primary by Sixth District Congressman Ross 
Bass from Pulaski and Newport businessman Milton M. Bullard. Bullard secured the 
endorsement of some of the Kefauver faction including former governor Gordon 
Browning. But the vast majority of Kefauver backers fell into Bass's corner, including 
Nancy Kefauver and the Nashville Tennessean, Chattanooga Times and the Memphis 
Press-Scimitar. Bass traveled 80,000 miles during the campaign and toured all 95 
counties. He asserted that he was sacrificing his seat unlike the governor who had two 
more years to serve ifhe lost (Frist 130). 
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Clement's defeat in 1964 for the Democratic nomination for Senator probably 
was a result of many factors. One important reason was that he had sought the Kefauver 
Senatorial seat twice before and it appeared before the citizens of the state that Clement 
had placed Walters in the seat as a stand-in until he could run in 1964. The voters were 
hesitant to award Clement the honor of serving in Kefauver's seat after the tense rivalry 
the two had in past years. Another reason could be attributed to the numerous times 
Clement had been at the well (before the voters) and the tax increases he had signed into 
law as governor the most recent of which occurred in 1963. The black vote was also a 
deciding factor in the race (Greene 349). 
Perhaps Clement had known he was vulnerable with the black voters before his 
race in 1964. In an April 1963 Memphis Press-Scimitar article headline stating "Negro 
Demos to Entertain Sister of Gov. Clement, " it appeared that the Clement administration 
was mending fences in the Memphis area with the black constituencies. Bill Barr sent the 
newspaper clipping to Estes Kefauver weeks before the Senator's death warning "This is 
a mighty dangerous thing, in my opinion, and it looks like Frank Clement is doing this all 
over the state. He, of course, is attempting to get the solid support of the negroes, and 
this surprises me a little because he has had the negro vote for sometime now." Barr goes 
on to state that he is afraid Clement" . . .is going to attempt to fight us in places other than 
the Governor's race and use this negro vote as a weapon" (Barr letter 4/15/63). 
Clement's cautious and steadfast action toward school integration was displeasing 
to many Tennessee blacks who felt the Governor wasn't going fast enough. Clement had 
sent national guard troops to calm the community in Clinton, Tennessee during an 
integration school policy during his second term as governor. Clement was seeking to 
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better relations with the blacks in the state by naming the first black to key post in the 
state. The Nashville Tennessean reported in an April 16, 1963 article "Clement names 1
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Negro to Key Post." Anna Belle Clement awarded the appointment to Chester B. Cade to 
the five-member state barber board (Tennessean 411611963). Another Tennessean article 
in July of the same year read as the headline, "Negroes Call Clement Hand," where R.C. 
Crutchfield of Nashville spoke at a Negro Democratic rally in Murfreesboro calling for 
the Governor to appoint more blacks to the cabinet, the national guard and the highway 
patrol. Crutchfield stated, "As long as Negroes are not in his cabinet and don ' t hold top 
positions in areas such as the State Highway Department, Governor Clement is not the 
governor of all the people" (Tennessean 7/22/63). 
Bass defeated Clement in the 1964 Democratic primary by a resounding 100,000 
votes. Bass went past the bruising primary campaign to defeat Howard Baker Jr. in the 
fall election by more than 51,000 votes. It was widely accounted that the black vote had 
put Bass over Clement overwhelmingly. Bass won all four big municipalities Shelby, 
Davidson, Knox and Hamilton counties. Bass carried every county in middle Tennessee 
but two, Lewis and VanBuren counties. Boss Howard Warf carried Lewis county once 
again for Clement. Clement even lost his home county of Dickson. Clement was truly 
devastated. Middle Tennessee had always been strongly supportive of Clement in 1952, 
1954 and 1962 (Greene 363). 
However, two years later in 1966 Clement came back to the primary to face Bass 
once again. This time the voters of Tennessee considered Clement more favorably. 
Perhaps because the Governor had fulfilled his term and was now permitted by the voters 
to run for the Senate and maybe the voters had moved on and were not upset that 
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Clement was seeking his former rival Kefauver's seat. Whatever the reasons, Clement 
was more determined than ever to win, and win he did. He defeated Bass in the primary 
in 1966 where he regained his strength from the black community and won by a little 
more than 18,000 votes. 
Clement fought hard in counties he had lost in 1964 to Bass. Clement won 
Shelby and Davidson counties and he won West Tennessee over Bass, drew in Middle 
and edged out Bass in East Tennessee. It seemed that Clement would finally be taking 
his place in the United States Senate. Even Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota sent a 
telegram to the Governor congratulating him on his victory stating, " .. .I know you will 
make a mighty fine Senator from the Volunteer state which has a history of sending their 
best" (Greene 365). However, Clement never contemplated a Republican victory in 
November. Howard Baker Jr. capitalized on the bitter primary fight between Bass and 
Clement once again and this time defeated the Democratic nominee, Clement by more 
than 100,000 votes. 
This was an unbelievable shock to the man who had been elected the state's 
governor three times. Frank Clement ran his last political campaign in 1966. For in three 
short years his life would tragically come to a close at a young age in a traffic accident on 
Franklin Road in Nashville. On November 4, 1969 around 7pm Frank Clement was 
involved in a two-car collision that the governor sustained massive chest injuries that 
ended his life. Frank Clement was 49 years old. 
Estes Kefauver had died at the age of 60 and now Frank Clement was dead at 49. 
Tennessee had lost two of her most able and charismatic leaders in the past six years. 
Kefauver and Clement had been rivals, adversaries but also public servants who had 
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cared deeply for the people of Tennessee they so diligently served. Their lives and 
service will be remembered for years to come and the influence they had upon the state 
and the nation is profound. Tennessee and her citizens are better today because of who 
they were what they accomplished and how their influence lives on. 
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Conclusion 
The factional rivalry within the Tennessee Democratic Party between Senator 
Estes Kefauver and Governor Frank Clement was a contributing factor in the rise of the 
Republican party within the state as a competitive and prominent force in state politics 
from the late 1960s to the present. The Democratic party was so sorely divided between 
the factions supporting Estes Kefauver and Frank Clement after the 1956 Democratic 
nominating convention that it placed the Democrats in a precarious position in 
succeeding elections. The state Democratic party would soon discover their invincibility 
in winning general elections on a statewide basis would be threatened for the first time 
since the Civil War as a result of the intense rivalry between Kefauver and Clement. 
Howard Baker Jr. was the first statewide elected Republican to the United States 
Senate in Tennessee's history. Many factors are considered to be causes for the 
Republican party to not only rise to prominence in Tennessee, but throughout the South 
as well during the 1960s and 1970s. The Civil Rights Movement, a more liberal leaning 
Democratic national party, the Dixiecrat revolt within the Democratic party, and others 
combine to form a reason for the rise ofthe GOP in the south in the latter half ofthe 
twentieth century. But I believe the intense rivalry between Estes Kefauver and Frank 
Clement was a contributing factor for the rise of the GOP in Tennessee. 
The 1948 Democratic primary was nothing less than a revolution in Tennessee 
politics. Kefauver and Browning soundly defeated the Crump machine for the first time. 
Since the Civil War Tennessee competitive politics occurred in the summer months 
during the Democratic primary. There was no true race in the fall because a win in the 
Democratic primary assured the nominee of victory in fall, it was a given. The decades of 
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rule that Boss Crump had controlled the state with the tacit agreement with B. Carroll 
Reece in East Tennessee was threatened by the KefauverlBrowning victory in 1948. 
Frank Clement rose as a young charismatic politician and defeated Gordon Browning in 
1952 with the help of the Crump machine. The same election Kenneth McKellar was 
defeated by Albert Gore and the result was Clement as the titular head of the Crump 
faction in the Democratic party. 
Political organizations are also tantamount in running a successful campaign. 
Frank Clement was complemented not only by the Crump organization but also by the 
shrewd rural Farm Bureau agent Buford Ellington. Clement and Ellington took the 
Crump organization and built a powerful coalition that enabled them to leap frog and 
control the governor's office for eighteen years. Clement and Ellington benefited from 
political organization created by Crump, former Governor Jim Nance McCord, notable 
Democratic leaders Herbert Walters, Joe Cordell Carr, Hilton Butler and local bosses 
such as Howard Warf of Lewis County who always delivered his small Middle 
Tennessee county to the Clement or Ellington side. 
Estes Kefauver benefited less so from a political organization as he did a loose 
association of allies and supporters throughout the state. Kefauver kept detailed records 
of friends and supporters in every county in the state. Kefauver benefited more from his 
personal affiliation with supporters and consistent correspondence with loyal supporters 
and constituents. Kefauver' s most loyal supporters were Noble Caudill, Charles Neese, 
Edmund Orgill, Gordon Browning, Silliman Evans and the Tennessean, Lucius Burch, 
Harry Mansfield, Mrs. Martha Ragland, Joe Bean, William Barr, Cowan Oldham and 
many other local officials and prominent citizens who were a loose association ofloyal 
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supporters to Estes Kefauver. Kefauver in his personality and his campaigns turned the 
rhetoric highly upon established political organizations, corrupt political bosses, or 
monopolistic interests. Kefauver was a populist in every sense of the word. The extent 
to which he hurt his chances to become President due to his loose political associations 
rather than a disciplined political organization. 
A new generation of politics occurred in Tennessee beginning in 1948 with the 
KefauverlBrowning revolution and continuing with the rise of Clement and Gore in 1952. 
Boss Crump died in 1955 and his power had been weakening since his major 1948 defeat 
by Kefauver and Browning. B. Carroll Reece the East Tennessee Republican that had a 
political arrangement with Crump was dead in 1961. Kefauver and Clement epitomized 
the new generation of young leaders within the state. Clement and Ellington continued 
the "arrangement" with Reece until his death in 1961. The "arrangement" aided Clement 
and Ellington in their primaries against Browning and Orgill in 1954 and 1958 
respectively. The East Tennessee Republicans would support the Crump candidate or 
later to be Clement or Ellington in the Democratic primary in order for Reece to control 
patronage in East Tennessee and have no opposition from Democrats in the First and 
Second Congressional Districts (Vile 2). 
In 1962 the year following Reece's death, Bill Brock a young conservative 
businessman from Chattanooga capitalized on a split within the Democratic ranks during 
the primary and won the third Congressional District seat as a RepUblican. Within two 
years Howard Baker Jr. had come within 50,000 votes of knocking off Ross Bass in the 
Senate general election statewide. In two more years Baker would knock off Frank 
Clement after a bruising and debilitating primary race Bass v. Clement part two. With 
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the deaths of Crump and Reece, a new generation of politicians were making the political 
landscape in Tennessee mirror a picture that the citizens in the state had never seen 
before, stiff competition statewide between Democrats and Republicans! 
Political organizations are pivotal in winning elections. Many factors are critical 
in winning the votes of citizens in a democracy to ensure a victory. The torturous 
Democratic infighting primaries of 1948, 1952, 1954, 1958, 1960, 1962 and especially 
1964 and 1966 were the results of political factions fighting to near death within the 
Democratic Party that over time crippled the party to the extent the Republicans rose to 
prominence and became permanently competitive. 
The result of the Kefauver/Clement rivalry has lingering influence and effects 
upon our politics in Tennessee to this day. No longer do we see the hotly contested 
Democratic primaries that we saw decades ago during Kefauver and Clement times. It is 
much more important in the day of television, mass media, sound bites, and million dollar 
campaigns to be united within the party, focused on the other party's nominee for the fall 
and unhindered by contests from fellow Democrats in the primary. No incumbent 
Senator has been defeated in his primary for reelection since Clement defeated Bass in 
1966 and Gore defeated McKellar in 1952 and Kefauver defeated Stewart in 1948! There 
has not been a hotly contested primary race since 1966 that has resulted in an incumbent 
or established official to be defeated by an insurgent. 
Tennessee politics today is virtually dead in comparison to politics during the 
Kefauver/Clement rivalry. Gone even is the Nashville Banner that went head to head 
with the Nashville Tennessean over which candidate was the best for office. The Banner 
chose the conservative candidate or the opposite candidate that the Tennessean chose. 
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Silliman Evans Jr. and James Stahlman served as editors of their respective papers and as 
competitors in the electoral races especially the Democratic primaries where the true 
contest occurred in politics during their day. The Tennessean was staunchly anti-Crump 
so obviously pro Kefauver and pro Browning. The Banner made the decision to favor 
Clement or Stewart or whomever the conservative candidate was that the Tennessean was 
against. 
Today the newspapers are more journalistically impartial in state elections 
compared to the days of Evans and Stahlman. Money continues to be a factor in 
Tennessee politics as it was in the Kefauver and Clement years as well. However, the 
boom in the state' s popUlation and the advent of mass media and technology has made 
campaigns far more expensive. The Democrats recently are even hard pressed to find 
credible candidates able to afford a general election campaign against the more 
financially backed Republican party. Candidates include millionaires or men with very 
close family or friends that are millionaires. 
Tennessee politics has definitely been transformed from the days of spirited and 
heated Democratic primaries. Most likely the gradual shift in politics away from the 
competitive Democratic primaries was bound to occur even had we never heard the 
names of Estes Kefauver or Frank Clement. Destiny or fate cast them as rivals within a 
state Democratic party that took them to the highest opportunities for public service and 
totally transformed politics in the state of Tennessee during the process. 
As an avid student of politics, I am honored to know that two such fine politicians 
as Estes Kefauver and Frank Clement led Tennessee with courage and conviction during 
their lives for they made our country and state better for the people who lived there and 
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their posterity. I pray that we never forget such brave and caring men. Even to this day, 
thirty odd years after their deaths people's lives are better because they cared. Cared 
enough to sacrifice much in order that we could live in a better world. There is much we 
can learn from Estes Kefauver and Frank G. Clement. 
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August 7,1952 Tennessee Democrat Primary Clement wins in order of > %'s 
Browning Clement Allen 




































































































Pierce Clement win Browning win Differential Total Votes Clement % Browning % 
12 X 1159 1945 76.81% 17.22% 
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August 7,1952 Tennessee Democrat Primary Clement wins in order of> %·s 
4989 6847 802 
1387 2298 833 
2806 3862 882 
1252 1656 366 
3237 4271 1017 
788 1301 534 
724 1022 80 
1 584 161 0 112 
782 830 111 
2306 3197 906 
2242 2912 411 
560 753 242 
1829 2301 678 
3470 3521 438 
3316 3676 859 
13841 15442 3179 
1578 2253 1036 
743 912 358 
5750 5855 1390 
3947 4599 1577 
2346 2641 905 
1468 1929 1060 
1547 1571 501 
1450 2003 1235 
2837 3324 1623 
676 758 386 
17941 22922 13007 
1798 2605 2009 
2921 4265 3067 
2505 2918 2037 
1165 1228 795 
5467 5267 379 
1166 1076 151 
13644 13282 2823 
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August 7,1952 Tennessee Democrat Primary Clement wins in order of> %·S 
Morgan 1823 1569 249 32 X -254 3673 42.72% 49.63% 
Hardin 1068 916 216 23 X -152 2223 41 .21 % 
48.04% 
Giles 3001 2966 886 362 X -35 7215 41 .11% 
41.59% 
Hardeman 2151 1823 376 157 X -328 4507 40.45% 
47.73% 
Jackson 1998 1875 739 27 X -123 4639 40.42% 
43.07% 
Polk 1497 1164 206 14 X -333 2881 40.40% 51 .96% 
Carroll 3341 2493 333 65 X -848 6232 40.00% 
53.61% 
Washington 4302 3298 698 72 X -1004 8370 39.40% 51.40% 
Hancock 574 397 33 7 X -177 1011 39.27% 56.78% 
Hawkins 1659 1254 287 67 X -405 3267 38.38% 50.78% 
Cannon 1957 1447 346 26 X -510 3776 38.32% 51.83% 
Greene 2676 1849 332 37 X -827 4894 37.78% 54.68% 
Stewart 1753 1318 439 23 X -435 3533 37.31% 49.62% 
Anderson 3982 3264 482 1074 X -718 8802 37.08% 45.24% 
Claiborne 1965 1172 96 23 X -793 3256 36.00% 60.35% 
Dekalb 1993 1365 403 35 X -628 3796 35.96% 52.50% 
Robertson 3141 2352 1144 118 X -789 6755 34.82% 46.50% 
Blount 2394 1774 816 144 X -620 5128 34.59% 46.68% 
Williamson 2904 2439 1510 218 X -465 7071 34.49% 41.07% 
Bradley 1554 1338 1040 112 X -216 4044 33.09% 38.43% 
Carter 3121 1594 485 30 X -1527 5230 30.48% 59.67% 
Monroe 1938 1187 794 50 X -751 3969 29.91% 48.83% 
Campbell 1782 884 294 26 X -898 2986 29.60% 59.68% 
Johnson 600 255 23 4 X -345 882 28.91 % 68.03% 
Cocke 2345 934 105 53 X -1411 3437 27.17% 68.23% 
Sevier 2083 643 138 43 X -1440 2907 22.12% 71.65% 
TOTALS 82014 138441 19448 11951 56427 251854 54.97% 32.56% 
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August 7,1952 Tennessee Democrat Primary 
Browning wins in order of> %'S 
( ( ( ( 
Browning Clement Allen Pierce Clement win Browning win Differential Total Votes Clement % Browning % 
2083 643 138 43 X -1440 2907 22.12% 71 .65% 
2345 934 105 53 X -1411 3437 27.17% 68.23% 
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August 5, 1954 Tennessee Democrat Primary Clement wins in order of > %'s 
COUNTY Browning Clement Schoolfield Clement win Browning win Differential Total votes Browning % Clement % 
Scott 526 3263 40 X 2737 3829 13.74% 85.22% 
Bradley 856 5722 184 X 4866 6762 12.66% 84.62% 
Fentress 406 2155 29 X 1749 2590 15.68% 83.20% 
Sequatchie 258 1636 97 X 1378 1991 12.96% 82.17% 
Grundy 541 3291 175 X 2750 4007 13.50% 82.13% 
Dickson 1069 5067 130 X 3998 6266 17.06% 80.86% 
Meigs 203 1124 78 X 921 1405 14.45% 80.00% 
Greene 1077 4189 47 X 3112 5313 20.27% 78.84% 
Unicoi 403 1517 18 X 1114 1938 20.79% 78.28% 
Lewis 503 1942 42 X 1439 2487 20.23% 78.09% 
Shelby 16198 62044 1582 X 45846 79824 20.29% 77.73% 
Tipton 1647 5954 67 X 4307 7668 21.48% 77.65% 
Sullivan 3434 12444 176 X 9010 16054 21.39% 77.51% 
Overton 1013 3886 119 X 2873 5018 20.19% 77.44% 
Putnam 1840 7194 283 X 5354 9317 19.75% 77.21% 
Washington 2334 7873 112 X 5539 10319 22.62% 76.30% 
Hamblen 1064 3628 70 X 2564 4762 22.34% 76.19% 
Van Buren 312 1199 69 X 887 1580 19.75% 75.89% 
Marion 871 4011 431 X 3140 5313 16.39% 75.49% 
Jefferson 634 2115 54 X 1481 2803 22.62% 75.45% 
Clay 609 2019 61 X 1410 2689 22.65% 75.08% 
Rhea 496 2445 325 X 1949 3266 15.19% 74.86% 
Obion 1876 6059 214 X 4183 8149 23.02% 74.35% 
Johnson 328 954 4 X 626 1286 25.51% 74.18% 
Lauderdale 1965 5830 89 X 3865 7884 24.92% 73.95% 
Chester 1019 3015 58 X 1996 4092 24.90% 73.68% 
Blount 1473 4386 96 X 2913 5955 24.74% 73.65% 
Union 336 982 21 X 646 1339 25.09% 73.34% 
Dyer 2162 6720 286 X 4558 9168 23.58% 73.30% 
Jackson 1285 3729 78 X 2444 5092 25.24% 73.23% 
Carter 1933 5556 105 X 3623 7594 25.45% 73.16% 
Macon 742 2332 124 X 1590 3198 23.20% 72.92% 
Bledsoe 551 1835 160 X 1284 2546 21.64% 72.07% 
Hamilton 5209 25411 4674 X 20202 35294 14.76% 72.00% 
Knox 7498 21480 865 X 13982 29843 25.12% 71.98% 
Hawkins 1045 2782 43 X 1737 3870 27.00% 71.89% 
( ( ( I ( ( ( I ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
August 5,1954 Tennessee Democrat Primary Clement wins in order of > %'s 
COUNTY Browning Clement Schoolfield Clement win Browning w in Differential Total votes Browning % Clement % 
McMinn 1141 3228 134 X 2087 4503 25.34% 71 .69% 
Lawrence 1857 5714 401 X 3857 7972 23.29% 71 .68% 
Pickett 246 645 11 X 399 902 27.27% 71 .51% 
Hardin 1064 2814 71 X 1750 3949 26.94% 71 .26% 
Morgan 1065 2884 123 X 1819 4072 26.15% 70.83% 
Roane 1585 5771 808 X 4186 8164 19.41% 70.69% 
Monroe 1256 3183 103 X 1927 4542 27.65% 70.08% 
Cocke 1368 3189 23 X 1821 4580 29.87% 69.63% 
Cumberland 1308 3289 211 X 1981 4808 27.20% 68.41% 
Grainger 502 1129 20 X 627 1651 30.41% 68.38% 
Lake 1087 2342 0 X 1255 3429 31 .70% 68.30% 
Henderson 1297 2896 48 X 1599 4241 30.58% 68.29% 
Warren 1829 4615 322 X 2786 6766 27.03% 68.21% 
Wayne 686 1820 176 X 1134 2682 25.58% 67.86% 
McNairy 1963 4341 108 X 2378 6412 30.61% 67.70% 
Trousdale 562 1547 194 X 985 2303 24.40% 67.17% 
Polk 943 1973 39 X 1030 2955 31 .91% 66.77% 
Haywood 1208 2495 44 X 1287 3747 32.24% 66.59% 
Loudon 1143 2778 263 X 1635 4184 27.32% 66.40% 
Sumner 2486 6572 857 X 4086 9915 25.07% 66.28% 
Marshall 1889 4073 184 X 2184 6146 30.74% 66.27% 
White 1415 3117 172 X 1702 4704 30.08% 66.26% 
Montgomery 3252 6701 312 X 3449 10265 31 .68% 65.28% 
Crockett 1340 2649 105 X 1309 4094 32.73% 64.70% 
Humphreys 1341 2826 209 X 1485 4376 30.64% 64.58% 
Hancock 451 821 1 X 370 1273 35.43% 64.49% 
Anderson 3401 6765 391 X 3364 10557 . 32.22% 64.08% 
Sevier 1048 1928 35 X 880 3011 34.81% 64.03% 
Fayette 684 1344 71 X 660 2099 32.59% 64.03% 
Madison 5647 11065 574 X 5418 17286 32.67% 64.01% 
Rutherford 3327 6631 614 X 3304 10572 31 .47% 62.72% 
Claiborne 1157 2049 78 X 892 3284 35.23% 62.39% 
Decatur 1144 2007 92 X 863 3243 35.28% 61 .89% 
Davidson 21473 40689 3674 X 19216 65836 32.62% 61.80% 
Wilson 2690 5393 690 X 2703 8773 30.66% 61.47% 
Williamson 2740 5157 549 X 2417 8446 32.44% 61 .06% 
( <' ( ( ( ( ( ( \ ( ( ( ( { ( ( ( ( ( ( 
August 5,1954 Tennessee Democrat Primary Clement wins in order of > %'s 
COUNTY Browning Clement Schoolfield Clement win Browning win Differential Total votes Browning % Clement % 
Smith 2065 3611 248 X 1546 5924 34.86% 60.96% 
Bedford 2178 4463 689 X 2285 7330 29.71% 60.89% 
Moore 486 917 104 X 431 1507 32.25% 60.85% 
Robertson 2707 4788 380 X 2081 7875 34.37% 60.80% 
Dekalb 1678 2741 113 X 1063 4532 37.03% 60.48% 
Campbell 1308 2280 190 X 972 3778 34.62% 60.35% 
Hickman 1764 2848 211 X 1084 4823 36.57% 59.05% 
Henry 2918 4633 325 X 1715 7876 37.05% 58.82% 
Hardeman 1917 2832 141 X 915 4890 39.20% 57.91% 
Coffee 2455 4120 560 X 1665 7135 34.41% 57.74% 
Cannon 1598 2295 109 X 697 4002 39.93% 57.35% 
Lincoln 2992 4361 291 X 1369 7644 39.14% 57.05% 
Gibson 5718 7754 155 X 2036 13627 41 .96% 56.90% 
Giles 3064 4257 284 X 1193 7605 40.29% 55.98% 
Franklin 3133 4544 446 X 1411 8123 38.57% 55.94% 
Weakley 3658 4684 64 X 1026 8406 43.52% 55.72% 
Houston 1076 1386 58 X 310 2520 42.70% 55.00% 
Perry 1100 1465 100 X 365 2665 41 .28% 54.97% 
Benton 1802 2393 195 X 591 4390 41.05% 54.51% 
Maury 3003 5992 2021 X 2989 11016 27.26% 54.39% 
Cheatham 1534 1980 257 X 446 3771 40.68% 52.51% 
Stewart 1607 1763 115 X 156 3485 46.11% 50.59%. 
Carroll 4084 3472 97 X -612 7653 53.36% 45.37%1 
( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
1958 Tennessee Democratic Primary in order of Orgill wins in > %S 
~~~nty Allen Armstrong Brown ~1Ii~~~o~ Friar Hie_key ~rgill 
Taylor Total votes A EI Or Ta Allen% Ellington Orgill % Taylo,-% 
- -- ---= - - f- --
Anderson 925 257 0 1817 2 31 6085 1316 
10433 X 8.87% 17.42% 58.32% 12.61% 
- -- - --=- ._--- - ~-
-
Giles 392 9 0 1768 12 9 3681 
543 6414 6.11% 27.56% 57.39% 8.47% 
f.---- -- -- - - ----,:- --------- - -- --~ r-- 4933 
- ---
Montgomery 736 26 0 3265 ~ 
21 858 9839 X 7.48% 33.18% 50.14% 8.72% 
- - - ---------- -- ~ - - -- -m - - -
Morgan _ _ ___ 157 8 11 1038 4 1542 
3145 X 4.99% 33.00% 49.03% 12.02% 
----- ----- - - - - ---,--
---- --
Clay _____ 127 10 0 779 14 8 990 154 
2082 X 6.10% 37.42% 47.55% 7.40% 
- .. ---- . - - ---- - -
Campb~l~ __ 162 7 0 1013 0 11 1563 566 
3322 X 4.88% 30.49% 47.05% 17.04% -- -
Stewart 312 13 0 969 0 3 1459 537 
3293 X 9.47% 29.43% 44.31% 16.31% 
- -- - -1---- -5 7052 X 13.87% 34.44% 44.09% 7.18% 
Williamson 978 18 0 2429 7 3109 506 
- ----_. --- - -
- --
Monroe 393 25 0 1848 0 11 2099 533 
4909 X 8.01% 37.65% 42.76% 10.86% 
----~ --
---
Roane 523 16 15 2308 9 14 3385 1655 
7925 X 6.60% 29.12% 42.71% 20.88% 
-- ---. - ---
- -
Knox 2665 736 0 9499 0 66 12795 5013 
30774 X 8.66% 30.87% 41.58% 16.29% 
--- ---
-- - --
Franklin 786 20 0 1931 0 15 2828 1260 6840 
X 11.49% 28.23% 41 .35% 18.42% 
--- - -- --
- -
Putnam 627 14 21 3388 0 21 3604 1078 8753 
X 7.16% 38.71% 41 .17% 12.32% 
-- ---- I-
----
Lincoln 410 2 21 2620 8 9 2963 1379 7412 X 
5.53% 35.35% 39.98% 18.60% 
Houston 135 2 0 797 6 5 868 378 2191 X 
6.16% 36.38% 39.62% 17.25% 
--- l--- ---- --
White 437 9 0 1410 15 30 1613 629 4143 X 10.55% 34.03% 
38.93% 15.18% 
Macon 272 7 0 768 10 91=_-_- 821 227 2114 X 12.87% 36.33% 38.84% 
10.74% 
Rutherford f-- 587 11 1 3229 0 12 j 3412 1610 8862 X I 6.62% 36.44% 38.50% 18.17% 
---- --81 - I -
Trousdale 319 15 0 556 6 674 322 1900 X 1 16.79% 29.26% 35.47% 16.95% -
Smith 399 13 0 1639 0 17 1759 1202 5029 X : 7.93% 32.59% 34.98% 23.90% ._ .. _-- --- -- -- t-
Coffee 1559 11 0 2011 0 21 2718 1554 7874 X __ ~ 1~-"80% 25.54% 34.52% 19.74% -- --
Warren 651 14 0 1983 20 21 2218 1645 6552 X ___ I _~.94% 30.27% 33.85% 25.11% -- -16491 -- --Sumner 22 0 2687 0 21 3158 1821 9358 X 17.62% 28.71% 33.75% 19.46% ---- 192ig i ----Davidson 368 0 19616 0 330 19815 8173 67581 X 28.53% 29.03% 29.32% 12.09% 
Hamblen 1- - 115 r ----- 16 0 2187 9 --8: 1859 504 - - - --4698 X 2.45% 46.55% 39.57% 10.73% 
-- I 3?1 ~ i Shelby 264 0 18631 207 241 40951 44190 107700 X ! 2.99% 17.30% 38.02% 41 .03% -- -
Overton 326 1 12 0 1913 20 15 1580 426 4292 X f--- - , 
, 7.60% 44.57% 36.81% 9.93% 
- -282 ; 
-- --- 6' --- j Loudon 6 0 1197 0 1158 543 3192 X 8.83% 37.50% 36.28% 17.01% 
- - ----- --~ I --Blount 513 16 0 2112 0 11 1968 1300 5920 X 8.67% 35.68% 33.24% 21.96% --- -- -- ., ... _- -- , 
Bledsoe 81 0 0 910 0 0 627 280 1898 X I 
4.27% 47.95% 33.03% 14.75% 
-- ---- -- -
1239 \ 1022 Cumberland 252 10 0 1255 0 5 3783 X 6.66% 33.17% 32.75% 27.02% 
1---- - .. -. - -- .- 2467 , _-~ 
------ - -- I 
Lawrence 364 7 5 3816 3 5 7550 X 
I 4.82% : 50.54% 32.68% 11 .70% 
- -- - f---- i 
Fentress 160 7 0 1020 15 5 716 i 318 2241 X 
: 7.14% : 45.52% 31.95% 14.19% 
---~---- 1 -- + -- I I - 16_87% ' 
DeKalb 599 0 0 1516 0 2 1129 305 3551 X I 42.69% 
31 .79% 8.59% 
( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
1958 Tennessee Democratic Primary in order of Orgill wins in > O/os 
County Allen Armstrong Brown ~!Iin~~~ Friar Hickey- ~rgill _ !aylor 
Total votes A EI Or Ta Allen% Ellington Org ill % :ray~o!~ 
. - -= 
Marion 207 0 0 2018 0 8 ~ 1210 5044 X 
4.10% 40.01% 31 .74% 23.99% 
1---" - - --- ---~ -- ---- - -c 
.. -----
McMinn 94 9 0 1786 0 4 1092 534 
3519 X 2.67% 50.75% 31 .03% 15.17% 
---'--- . .. - _. ._.- - - I- . .- --- .-
---- . _po. 
Meigs 50 3 0 399 2 1 329 287 
1071 X 4.67% 37.25% 30.72% 26.80% 
.- --.- --- --- ---- . - ---- - ----
_ . 
Cocke 80 21 0 2251 14 18 1239 518 
4141 X 1.93% 54.36% 29.92% 12.51% 
-- ---- ... " -- ---- - - - " ""-::- ---.--.-- ----. 
Claiborne 104 13 0 1310 17 13 823 527 
2807 X 3.71% 46.67% 29.32% 18.77% 
- --- .-- ----- - +---- I---- - -
- _. - -
Hamilton 1179 149 0 9368 673 66 11289 15831 
38555 X 3.06% 24.30% 29.28% 41.06% 
---_ .. - .. - - - -
._- ----
Robertson 997 13 0 2264 0 9 1776 1014 
6073 X 16.42% 37.28% 29.24% 16.70% 
--- - ----" .- .. -
- --- ----
Perry 197 0 0 924 1 3 728 654 
2507 X 7.86% 36.86% 29.04% 26.09% 
. - 1- -- . ---_ . . .-
. -
Rhea 116 6 0 777 9 6 777 988 
2679 X 4.33% 29.00% 29.00% 36.88% 
- .. -- --- -- ... 
.. - 1-- . 
Benton 362 3 0 1184 0 3 1217 1455 4224 
X 8.57% 28.03% 28.81% 34.45% 
--- -- .-
.. .- --
Jackson 233 11 1 2085 11 7 1267 783 4398 
X 5.30% 47.41% 28.81% 17.80% 
--.-- -.- ---- -- -
. - 1-- - -
Bedford 435 4 0 2620 13 3 1653 1181 5909 X 
7.36% 44.34% 27.97% 19.99% 
- ---- - . . . - . 
Hancock 24 4 0 530 0 1 283 175 1017 X 
2.36% 52.11% 27.83% 17.21% 
. --- - . -. 1---. 
Hickman 667 12 0 1448 0 7 1167 932 4233 X 15.76% 
34.21% 27.57% 22.02% 
Humphreys 561 10 0 1437 0 3 1091 882 3984 X 14.08% 36.07% 
27.38% 22.14% 
-ill - . 
-' . -. ._-
Cannon 9 11 1558 10 8 1004 611 3684 X 12.84% 42.29% 27.25% 
16.59% 
_. .. '-1 -- ----. 
Van Buren 102 1 0 642 3 11_. 350 192 
1291 X I- 7.90% 49.73% 27.11% 14.87% 
Maury 1044 30 0 3931 21 171 3014 3188 11245 X I J 9.28% 34.96% 26.80% 28.35% - _. 14: -~._. 16.08% Wilson 1353 178 0 2976 0 2209 1682 8412 X 35.38% 26.26% 20.00% --,. 
Dickson 800 8 6 2442 0 12 : 1399 699 5366 X 14.91% 45.51% 26.07% 13.03% -- ._--- -- - --. ! .---- .. 
Moore 162 4 0 526 0 2 ' 373 391 1458 X 11.11% 36.08% 25.58% 26.82% - -- .- . -- .-~.-
7: 
- -
Cheatham 1197 8 0 1173 7 831 189 3412 X 35.08% 34.38% 24.36% 5.54% 
.- - P".- 0: 
-- .. -
Pickett 20 1 0 380 0 164 114 679 X 2.95% 55.96% 24.15% 16.79% .. --
~--.---. 
-
Carter 568 12 0 1373 0 11 : 1413 2496 5873 X ! 9.67% 23.38% 24.06% 42.50% ---.- .. 
Sevier 68 5 0 797 0 2 478 657 2007 X 
! 3.39% 39.71% 23.82% 32.74% _. - , 
- .- - . 
Marshall 275 6 0 4658 5 2 . 1547 205 6698 X I . 4.11% 69.54% 23.10% 3.06% 
--- .. - - 1-- . 
Hawkins 125 19 0 1264 12 7 702 916 3045 X ! 4.11% 41.51% 23.05% 30.08% 
1----._. .--. .-
Jefferson 50 1 2 0 796 2 2 385 440 1677 X 
i 2.98% 47.47% 22.96% 26.24% : 
i---
291 ' 
: - . 
!X Henry 11 0 1896 0 3 1538 3089 6828 4.26% 27.77% 22.52% 45.24% 
~-- - -- . .----
_. 
Grainger 92 7 0 742 0 4 337 332 1514 X i 6.08% 49.01% 22.26% 21 .93% 
I-- .- - ------ -
I 
Obion 133 · 10 1 2141 0 13 1536 3112 6946 IX 1.91% 30.82% 22.11% 44.80% .- - .- -_. 1 
Union 44 7 0 872 7 3 278 100 1311 X 3.36% 66.51% 21.21% 
7.63% 




303 13 0 1341 8 8 675 884 3232 X I 9.38% i 41.49% 20.88% 27.35% 
1-- - '---' 
.-.~ - f-:--
Scott 146 15 0 764 20 17 364 454 1780 X 8.20% 1 
42.92% 20.45% 25.51% 
( ~. ( ( ( ( ( ( < ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
1958 Tennessee Democratic Primary in order of Orgill wins in > O/os 
~ount}' Allen Armstrong Brown Ellington Friar Hick-:¥ Orgill 
Taylor Total votes A ~I lor Ta Allen% Ellington Orgill% T~!,?ro;! 
100 
- ---
Sullivan 743 0 6090 240 34 2779 3676 
13662 X 1 _ 5.44% 44.58% 20.34% 26.91% 
- ---,- f------ - 1553 -- 2.30% 22.19% 19.57% 55.86% 
Decatur 64 1 0 617 0 1 544 
2780 X 
- - -- -- -- X 9.21% 27.82% 18.48% 44.24% 
Unicoi 152 2 0 459 0 2 305 730 
1650 
1--- - -27 - - 3528 ---
-----
Washington 428 0 3169 18 17 1602 
8789 X 4.87% 36.06% 18.23% 40.14% 
f-:-- - - - -----
- ---
Lewis 35 7 0 1938 0 0 465 125 
2570 X 1.36% 75.41% 18.09% 4.86% 
- -- - "- -
--- - -
Bradley 322 6 0 2031 5 7 914 2216 
5501 X 5.85% 36.92% 16.62% 40.28% 
_. ---- - ----- -- -- - -
Dyer 84 10 0 3665 0 9 1326 3024 
8118 X 1.03% 45.15% 16.33% 37.25% 
- - -- -
.---
Wayne 202 8 0 1285 0 3 425 684 
2607 X 7.75% 49.29% 16.30% 26.24% 
--- - -
._- -
Sequatchi~ 80 6 0 -~ 0 10 275 637 1692 
X 4.73% 40.43% 16.25% 37.65% 
- - I-:-:-
--- -
Polk 61 9 0 1038 0 6 319 566 
1999 X 3.05% 51.93% 15.96% 28.31% 
------ - ---- -- - - - -
Chester 73 10 0 896 0 1 500 2332 3812 
X 1.92% 23.50% 13.12% 61 .18% 
---- - -- 129a 
- - -- 1.34% -
Gibson 143 8 0 2949 0 10 6264 10672 
X 27.63% 12.16% 58.70% 
--- - --
- -----::-;---
Lake 68 26 0 928 0 27 365 1650 3064 
X 2.22% 30.29% 11.91% 53.85% 
-- -- --- .-- -
Carroll 236 14 0 1706 0 23 731 3645 6355 X 
3.71% 26.85% 11.50% 57.36% 
-
Hardin 110 13 0 1698 0 10 480 2118 4429 X 2.48% 
38.34% 10.84% 47.82% 
.. - - - -- ---
-- 1 ~I f~ r Tipton 85 18 0 3688 0 816 3112 7721 X 1.10% 47.77% 10.57% 40.31% McNairy 123 7 0 1828 0 658 3930 6557 ~ __ - ~ ~ 1.88% 27.88% 10.04% 59.94% 1--- - -- - I 
Greene 128 8 0 2300 0 9 ; 498 2086 5029 X 2.55% 45.73% 9.90% 41.48% --
- 100 [ 
- X 1.65% Weakley 2 0 2485 7 11 574 2884 6053 41 .05% 9.48% 47.65% - I ____ T- l ~ ·97% Lauderdale 141 1 33 0 2461 0 12 : 642 3852 7141 34.46% 8.99% 53.94% - -- I - , 
Madison 215
1 
16 0 1832 0 6 ' 1271 13963 17303 X 1.24% 10.59% 7.35% 80.70% I --~ I - ~·~ Hardeman 111 18 0 919 5 31 282 3332 4670 19.68% 6.04% 71 .35% ; 
- 34.49% Crockett 31 5 0 1104 0 4 i 170 1887 3201 X I 0.97% 5.31% 58.95% 
- -
17 i 
.- - - -
0 : 
I --
Fayette 1 0 356 1 119 1762 2256 ,X ! 0.75% 15.78% 5.27% 78.10% 
104 i 1 0 
--,-~- 0 : - !X I 2.66% Henderson 1410 0 148 2243 3906 36.10% 3.79% 57.42% I - - I ~ 2 . 95o/~ Johnson 26 : 3 0 494 6 1 32 318 880 X 56.14% 3.64% 36.14% 
- -- - ---- - !X ; 0.88% Haywood 32 . 3 0 787 0 1· 129 2682 3634 21.66% 3.55% 73.80% 
TOTALS 56854 ' 2937 93 213415 1487 1495 204382 204629 685292 1 45 22 ! 25 ! 8.30% 31.14% 29.82% 29.86% -
-- 1 
-- - -
- --- ---- ---- -- - I - - - -
Difference 9033 8786 I i 
( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
~ ~ , 
( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ~ ( ( 
\
\ \ ,c, ' . n ~ 
l. .' \ \. ,) . August 7, 1958 Tennessee Democratic Primary for Governor 
~ounty Allen Arm~!r:.0ng Brown Ellington Friar Hick~¥ <?rgill _ !aylor 
Total votes A EI Or Ta Allen% Ellington 
f-- ----
Lewis 35 7 0 1938 0 0 465 125 
2570 X 1.36% 75.41% 
---'- - _._.---::- _._- ------ _ .. - -- .--1-- 205 -- -- --
Marshall 275 6 0 4658 5 2 1547 6698 
X 4.11% 69.54% 
------ --- - ._-- --- ----- -- -----" -- . - ---=-=-::- f- . 100 - ---
Union 44 7 0 872 7 3 278 
1311 X 3.36% 66.51% 
-- - .- - -'32 1--- 318 --- - --- 2.95% 56.14% 
Johnson 26 3 0 494 6 1 
880 X 
---- -_. -.----- --_._- f- --._-- -
Pickett 20 1 0 380 0 0 164 114 
679 X 2.95% 55.96% 
.- - --~ 
Cocke 80 21 0 2251 14 18 1239 518 
4141 X 1.93% 54.36% -- ---
Hancock 24 4 0 530 0 1 283 175 
1017 X 2.36% 52.11% 
--- --- . -
-
Polk 61 9 0 1038 0 6 319 566 




McMinn 94 9 0 1786 0 4 1092 534 
3519 X 
---- '" --_._. ---
- 1-. 
Lawrence 364 7 5 3816 3 5 2467 883 7550 
X 4.82% 50.54% 
-- -- - -_. 49.73% 
Van Buren 102 1 0 642 3 1 350 192 1291 
X 7.90% 
--- - --'-- --
-
Wayne 202 8 0 1285 0 3 425 684 2607 
X 7.75% 49.29% 
---
---
Grainger 92 7 0 742 0 4 337 332 1514 X 
6.08% 49.01% 
-- --. 
Bledsoe 81 0 0 910 0 0 627 280 1898 X 
4.27% 47.95% 
Tipton 85 18 0 3688 0 2 816 3112 7721 X 
1.10% 47.77% 
----- -- -
Jefferson 50 2 0 796 2 2 385 440 1677 X 
2.98% 47.47% 
-- _ ... 
Jackson 233 11 1 2085 11 7 1267 783 4398 X 5.30% 
47.41% -- ~ Claiborne _ _!9.41 13 0 1310 17 13 823 527 2807 X 3.71% 46.67% .. 81 -- -----_ . 
Hamblen 1151 16 0 2187 9 1859 504 4698 X 2.45% 46.55% J _ 
9!- 498 Greene 1281 8 0 2300 0 2086 5029 X 2.55% 45.73% ----_ .. , - .- ---
Fentress ___ 1~0 1 7 0 1020 15 5 716 318 2241 X 7.14% 45.52% - _. - ----- f- --f--
Dickson 800 1 8 6 2442 0 12 1399 699 5366 X 14.91% 45.51% -- .. - -- ~---- - ----
Dyer 84 1 10 0 3665 0 9 1326 3024 8118 X 1.03% 45.15% , -- -
34 1 
._. -, ._---
Sullivan 743 : 100 0 6090 240 2779 3676 13662 X 5.44% 44.58% 
326 1 12 0 1913 20 
- -- ! --.- --- . ---_. --. 
Overton 15: 1580 426 4292 X 7.60% 44.57% ------ . , -- i _. \-- ---
Bedford 435 · 4 0 2620 13 3 ! 1653 1181 5909 X 7.36% 44.34% 
-- --- I .- -- -
Scott 146 15 0 764 20 17 , 364 454 1780 X 8.20% : 42.92% - -.. - -- - -----" . - . --
16.87010 1 DeKalb 599 0 0 1516 0 2 : 1129 305 3551 X 42.69% 
8 ; - ---
... 
Cannon 473 9 11 1558 10 1004 611 3684 X 1 1~ .84% : 42.29% 
- - ,-,. 
Hawkins 125 19 0 1264 12 7 702 916 3045 X i 4.11% . 41 .51% 
----- - -- f- _.- . --- - - - . -- -
-
Grundy 303 13 0 1341 8 8 675 884 3232 X i 9.38% 41.49% 
---'-- -_._-'". -- - --- - 1 ----
Sequatchie I 80 
6 0 684 0 10 275 637 1692 X I i 4.73% 40.43% ------ ----.- '" - -
1601 1 '. '13!Q 
- 'X I .-
Marion I 207 0 0 2018 0 8 5044 
, 4.10% 40.01% 
- I _.- -----.. --
f--- -I r i 












31 .03% 15.17% 
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August 7, 1958 Tennessee Democratic Primary for Governor 
~_~un!y All!!! . Ar~~t~~-"Jl Brow~. Ellington !ri.~.!. ~ickeL Orgill Taylor!o~~ yote~ ~ EI I ~r Ta Allen% ~I~ington Orgill% -,:aylor __ _ 
Loudon 282 6 0 1197 0 6 1158 543 3192 X 8.83% 37.50% 36.28% 17.01 % 
Robertson 997 ----1"3 --0 -- 2264 -- 0 9 1776 1014 -- 6073 - "x- -_ .. f-- -- 16.42% - 37.28% 29.24% 16.70%1 
_----- . ____ . __ ._. ---f--._- -.-- ---::-::- ,--- - f--- . r,-' -- -
Meigs 50 3 0 399 2 1 329 287 1071 X 4.67% 37.25% 30.72% 26.80% 
perrY 197 ----0 '-'--- 0 -924 1- :3 72a --654-- 2507 '- X . 7.86% 36.86% 29.04% 26.09% 
----- ------ - - . -,------
Moore 162 4 0 526 0 2 373 391 1458 X 11 .11% 36.08% 25.58% 26.82% 
Humphreys 561 '- 10 0 1437 0 "- "3 1091 882 3984 X --- 14.08% 36.07% 27.38% 22.14%1 
I--
Blount 513 16 0 2112 0 11 1968 1300 5920 X 8.67% 35.68% 33.24% 21 .96% 
___ _________ ___ __ I-- --
Wilson 1353 178 0 2976 0 14 2209 1682 8412 X 16.08% 35.38% 26.26% 20.00% 
'Maury -- __ 1044 _ - 30 0 3931 21 17 _ 3014 3188 11245 X 9.28% 34.96% 1 26.80% I 28.35% 
Hickman 667 12 0 1448 0 7 1167 932 4233 X 
Cumberland ::~~252 . -- 10 0 1255 0 _ ~ _-- 1239 1022 3783 X - I~I . 
Weakley 100 n__ 2 0 2485 7 ~ 574 2884 6053 I 
Putnam 627 14 21 3388 0 21 3604 1078 8753 
Hardin --m--- 13 0 1698 0 10f---- 480 2118 4429 
34.21% 127.57% 1 22.02% 15.76% 
6_66% 
X I~- t--}~~~ . --
X 2.48% 38.34%1 10.84% 147.82% 
X 8.01% 
33.17% 132.75% 127.02% 
41 .05% 47.65% 
38.71% 12.32% 
IMonroe 393 25 0 1848 0 11 ~ 2099 533 4909 
rClay ---127 - 10 0 779 14 .' 8 990 154 2082 ) " . . 
Bradley 322 6 0 2031 5 - _-- 7 914 2216 5501 X 5.85% 1 36.92%116.62% 140.28%1 
( 
Rutherford 587 1 11 1 3229 0 121 3412 1610 8862 X 6.62% 
Houston - 13-51 --- 2 0 797 6 - ~ -- 868 378 2191 X ---- 6:16% 36.38% 39.62% 17.25%1 
1-- 272:- 7 0 768 10 -- 91 - 821 227 2114 X 12.87% 36.33% 38.84% 10.74% 
36.44% 138.50% 118.17% 
'Henderson -104 [ - 1 0 1410 0 -bl 148 2243 3906 X 2.66% - 36.10% 3.79% 57.42% 
Washington 4i8 i 27 0 3169 18 '" 171 1602 3528 8789 -- )( --4~7% .. - 36.06% 18.23% 40.14% 
Macon 
Lincoln ____ . 4'10 ! -__ 2 21 2620 8 -9 : ?963 1379 7412 X_":.~--_ ~~53fo l '_ .- 35.35% 39.98% 18.60% 
Crockett 31 ; 5 0 1104 0 4 1 170 1887 3201 X 0.97% 1 34.49% 5.31% 58.95% 
ILauderdale _- 141 ' 33 0 2461 o ~" 121 642 3852 7141 ~ :K- f-- . ~.97oio i _ 34.46% 8.99% 53.94% 
Williamson 978 18 0 2429 7 51 3109 506 7052 X 13.87% 1 34.44% 44.09% 7.18% 
___ . - - . - . - 1--- - - ---
Cheatham _ 1197 8 0 1173 7 7! 8l~ .. 189 3412 X __ __ ~5 .08% : 
White 437 9 0 1410 15 30 ' 1613 629 4143 X 10 . 55% ~ 














.-. -- - -- - -. --
8 11 1038 7 4 1542 378 3145 X 4.99% 
- -' -, --- _. - --- ----- ... -
13 0 1639 0 17 1759 1202 5029 X 7.93% 
--- ... -- ---- -
7~~=--=-~ :~ ~~~~ ~ ... 30774 
.. I 





5013 66 12795 
13 15361 
11 1563 · 
9499 - -::-:--:-:- 1-





32-87% 41.58% L 16.29% 
30.82% 22.11% f 44.80% 
30.49% 147.05% 1 17.04010 
( 
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August 7, 1958 Tennessee Democratic Primary for Governor 
County Allen Ar",-~~~ong Brown ~1Ii"-~ton Friar Hickey_ Q~~ Taylor Total votes A 
EI Or Ta Allen% Ellington OrgillO~ "!.aylor _ 
- - -
68 26 0 928 0 27 365 1650 3064 X 2.22% 
30.29% 11.91% 53.85% 
Lake .--- . ------------- - - -- f--
Warren 651 14 0 1983 20 21 2218 1645 
6552 X 9.94% 30.27% 33.85% 25.11% 
- _.- -- - ----- --- . --- ---
--- -- --.-
Stewart 312 13 0 969 0 3 1459 537 
3293 X 9.47% 29.43% 44.31% 16.31% 
-- .. _--- - ------ -- - ---- - - ------- -------- I- -- - --
.. - .- ---
Trousdale 319 15 0 556 6 8 674 322 
1900 X 16.79% 29.26% 35.47% 16.95% 
---_._--- --- ---16 -- ---- --- --- - --
---_. 
Roane 523 15 2308 9 14 3385 1655 
7925 6.60% 29.12% 42.71% 20.88% 
-------- --_. - - ----- ------ 19616 
. __ .. -- -:-:-- '--
Davidson 19279 368 0 0 330 19815 8173 67581 
X 28.53% 29.03% 29.32% 12.09% 
----- - - - -- --
-- 36.88% 
Rhea 116 6 0 777 9 6 777 988 
2679 X 4.33% 29.00% 29.00% 
- ------- --.-- - --- - -
---
Sumner 1649 22 0 2687 0 21 3158 1821 
9358 X 17.62% 28.71% 33.75% 19.46% 
---- ---
Franklin 786 20 0 1931 0 15 2828 1260 6840 
X 11.49% 28.23% 41.35% 18.42% 
-. ------1-- - ---- 28.03% 28.81% 34.45% 
Benton 362 3 0 1184 0 3 1217 1455 4224 
X 8.57% 
._---- --- -- 59.94% 
McNairy 123 7 0 1828 0 11 658 3930 6557 
X 1.88% 27.88% 10.04% 
-- - --c- - ---
Unicoi 152 2 0 459 0 2 305 730 1650 
X 9.21% 27.82% 18.48% 44.24% 
----.-- .. - -- .... -- --- 1---- ---------
Henry 291 11 0 1896 0 3 1538 3089 6828 
X 4.26% 27.77% 22.52% 45.24% 
-- ------ -
Gibson 143 8 0 2949 o 10 1298 6264 10672 X 1.34% 27.63% 12.16% 58.70% 
Giles 392 9 0 1768 12 9 3681 543 6414 6.11% 
27.56% 57.39% 8.47% 
Carroll 236 14 0 1706 0 23 731 3645 6355 X 
-3.7Wo - 26.85% 11.50% 57.36% 
1559" 
I-- --I 
Coffee 11 0 2011 0 21 2718 1554 7874 X 19.80% 25.54% 34.52% 19.74% 
Hamilton 11791 149 0 9368 673 66 1 11289 15831 38555 X 3.06% 24.30% 29.28% 41.06% 731 -- 10 0 896 --1L 500 
1-- -~---- -------
Chester ---l 0 
2332 3812 X 1.92% 23.50% 13.12% 61 .18% 
Carter I- ~_~8 1 12 0 1373 0 11 1 1413 2496 5873 X 9.67% 
23.38% 24.06% 42.50% 
- -- -- --- --
Decatur 64 1 0 617 0 1 544 1553 2780 X 2.30% 22.19% 19.57% 55.86% 
~ -- 1 ~~ I --= 
-' -- .- +------ -- . - -
Haywood 3 0 787 0 1 129 2682 3634 X 0.88% 21.66% 3.55% 73.80% .. _- --- -- _."-- _.. ---
Hardeman 18 0 919 5 3 282 3332 4670 X 2.38% 19.68% 6.04% 71.35% --- -
925 1 
- ------ -- -
Anderson 257 0 1817 2 31 6085 1316 10433 X 8.87% 1 17 .42% 58.32% 12.61% 
3216 1 
--- --- - ~ Shelby 264 0 18631 207 241 40951 44190 107700 
--- - r -
38.02% 41.03% 2.99% 1 17.30% 
-- I-- --- - - I --
Fayette 17 : 1 0 356 1 0 119 1762 2256 X 0.75% 1 15.78% 5.27% 78.10% ----
215 ; 
. ----
Madison 16 0 1832 0 6 1271 13963 17303 X 1.24% ! 10.59% 7.35% 80.70% 
TOTALS 56854 ' 2937 93 213415 1487 1495 .204382 204629 685292 1 45 22 25 8.30% ; 31.14% 29.82% 29.86% 
---- ._----- - -. -- 1- - -- --- -
--- ------ - --- ----------------- -- -. 
~-----
Difference I 9033 8786 
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1964 and 1966 Tennessee Democratic Primaries 
Clement v. Bass 
( ( 
Oi E!a6~ ~. ~~~ CI6~. ~ Blc, : Diffe~ T~~al_ Bass ~':I_% _ Clo~__ Bass6 i CI~~~_J_E! I_~ Diff __ ~~ Ba~~ __ CI~!!!._ c. ~an!Je 
_~ _I- 54:~ _. 998 _ 22~~ ~ / I 31~~ __ 8696 62 . 6o/~ 11 .5% 25 . 9O;~ _ 531~ 1 _~266 ~~ __ -1047 9579 55.5%~~~.No 
M 3985 447 3365 X 620 7797 51 .1 % 5.7% 43.2% 3356 3450 X 94 6806 49.3% 50.7% Yes-CI 
W - 2146 f- 309 _~ 1494~ I 65~ 1-- 3949 54.3% 7.8% 37.8% --_ 2~~~ _ 1926 ~ -- -639 _ 4491 57.1% 42.9% NO __ 
-E 435 120 1233 X -798 1788 24.3% 6.7% 69.0% 816 1221 X 405 2037 40.1% 59.9% No -- - ---- --- - - -- - -- --- -- -- - -
E 1849 466 1840 X 9 4155 44.5% 11.2% 44.3% 3405 3164 X -241 6569 51 .8% 48.2% No 
IE 2169 869 1876 X 293 - 4914 44.1% 17.7% 38.2% -2629 - 2806 --- X 177 543548.4% 51 .6% Yes~Cf 
E 1019 223 1693 -- X -674 2935 34.7% 7.6% 57.7% 2056 1773 X -283 3829 53.7% 46.3% Yes-Ba 
M 1337 1468 1007 X 330 3812 35.1% 38.5% 26.4% 21491----26941-X- -55 4243 50.6% 49.4% Yes-Ba 
- - I-- - ------ -- ----
W 2731 518 2363 X 368 5612 48.7% 9.2% 42.1% 3195 3009 X -186 6204 51.5% 48.5% No 
E 1506 295 2400 X -894 - 4201 35.8% 7.0% 57.1% 2779 3095 X 316 5874 47.3% 52.7% No -
-- --- --_.. 1563 3546 69.1% 5.8% 25.1% 2110 1661 X -449 3771 56.0% 44.0% No 240z 205 8891 X M 
14 __ I 23/ 291 1 14211 XI I I - 2 3135 45.4% 9.3% 45.3% 1719 1840 - X 121 355948.3% 51.7% Yes-CI 
Claiborne IE 944 259 1500 Xr - -556 2703 34.9% 9.6% 55.5% 1628 1329 X -299 2957 55.1% 44.9% Yes-Ba Chester 
Clay M 1053 60 983 X 70 2096 50.2% 2.9% 46.9% 1066 1360 X 294 2426 43.9% 56.1% Yes-CI 
ICocke---- E 178 2799 1510 X -1332 4487 4.0% 62.4% 33.7% 1827 2119 X 292 3946 46.3% 53.7% Yes-CI 




















4166 X : -575 8907 53.2% 46.8% No 
5875 . X I 702 11048 46.8% 53.2% Yes-CI 
3185 X r -682 7052 54.8% 45.2% No 
584 X -353 1521 61 .6% 38.4% Yes-Ba 






3317 156.7% 1 43.3% INo 
4482150.8% 1 49.2% INo 
20863 X 2~4~ 1 38780 _46 .2%15~·~% I Yes-CI 
675 X 223 1127 40.1% 159.9% No 
( z 
. .( (( ( , (( ( ( ((( «( ( ( ( I( ( ( (( ( ( ( 
November 8, 1966 Tennessee General Election Clement wins in order of > %'s 
;OUNTY Baker Clement write-in Baker win Clement win Differential Total votes Baker % Clement % 
Jickson 1314 4298 X -2984 5612 23.41% 76.59°A: 
Jackson 608 1805 X -1197 2413 25.20% 74.80% 
Trousdale 269 755 X -486 1024 26.27% 73.73% 
Grundy 724 1643 X -919 2367 30.59% 69.41% 
Houston 430 967 X -537 1397 30.78% 69.22% 
Lewis 719 1544 X -825 2263 31.77% 68.23% 
Marshall 1436 2592 X -1156 4028 35.65% 64.35% 
overton 1101 1954 2 X -853 3057 36.02% 63.92% 
-Hickman 1053 1804 1 X -751 2858 36.84% 63.12% 
smith 1210 2058 X -848 3268 37.03% 62.97% 
Cannon 749 1255 X -506 2004 37.38% 62.62% 
Cheatham 997 1619 X -622 2616 38.11% 61.89% 
Clay 674 1067 X -393 1741 38.71% 61 .29% 
Van Buren 387 610 X -223 997 38.82% 61 .18% 
Perry 660 1029 X -369 1689 39.08% 60.92% 
Lake 506 750 X -244 1256 40.29% 59.71% 
Humphreys 1246 1841 X -595 3087 40.36% 59.64% 
Robertson 2047 2991 X -944 5038 40.63% 59.37% 
Montgomery 3774 5475 X -1701 9249 40.80% 59.20% 
Lauderdale 1776 2464 X -688 4240 41.89% 58.11% 
Wilson 2760 3814 X -1054 6574 41 .98% 58.02% 
Dekalb 1190 1614 X -424 2804 42.44% 57.56% 
Franklin 2886 3878 X -992 6764 42.67% 57.33% 
sumner 3746 5023 X -1277 8769 42.72% 57.28% 
putnam 3040 4036 X -996 7076 42.96% 57.04% 
stewart 741 981 X -240 1722 43.03% 56.97% 
Henry 2258 2979 X -721 5237 43.12% 56.88% 
Davidson 39286 51633 27 X -12347 90946 43.20% 56.77% 
Rutherford 4471 5608 X -1137 10079 44.36% 55.64% 
Moore 461 573 1 X -112 1035 44.54% 55.36% 
Warren 2014 2496 1 X -482 4511 44.65% 55.33% 
Bedford 2325 2838 X -513 5163 45.03% 54.97% 
Williamson 2536 3066 4 X -530 5606 45.24% 54.69% 
White 1410 1692 2 X -282 3104 45.43% 54.51% 
Tipton 2564 3004 X -440 5568 46.05% 53.95% 
~P.nuatchie 712 827 X -115 1539 46.26% 53.74% 
( ( ( 
November 8,1966 
COUNTY Baker Clement 
Henderson 3205 1696 
Roane 6291 3318 
Anderson 10285 5375 
Wayne 1710 857 
Claiborne 2675 1315 
Sullivan 18946 8850 
Greene 6540 2966 
Scott 2722 1217 
Hawkins 5449 2400 
Washington 11161 4881 
Loudon 4223 1749 
Hamblen 5826 2368 
Union 1834 730 
Knox 47423 18433 
Blount 11871 4410 
Carter 8884 3096 
Jefferson 4783 1603 
Hancock 1466 486 
Grainger 2282 724 
Cocke 4482 1408 
Unicoi 2960 892 
Johnson 2535 577 
Sevier 5940 1145 





Tennessee General Election 
Baker win Clement win Differential Total votes 
X 1509 4901 
X 2973 9609 
X 4910 15661 
X 853 2567 
X 1360 3990 
X 10096 27796 
X 3574 9506 
X 1505 3939 
X 3049 7849 
X 6280 16042 
X 2474 5972 
X 3458 8194 
X 1104 2564 
X 28990 65856 
X 7461 16281 
X 5788 11980 
X 3180 6386 
X 980 1952 
X 1558 3006 
X 3074 5890 
X 2068 3852 
X 1958 3112 
X 4795 7085 
1348 counties 47 counties 139031 617332 
( ( ( ( ( ( ( 
Clement wins in order of> %·s 












71 .10% 28.90% 











61 .26% 38.74% 
( 
